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Abstract
Molecular dynamics simulation method is widely used to calculate and understand a wide range
of properties of materials. A lot of research efforts have been focused on simulation techniques
but relatively fewer works are done on methods for analyzing the simulation results. Large-scale
simulations usually generate massive amounts of data, which make manual analysis infeasible,
particularly when it is necessary to look into the details of the simulation results. In this disser-
tation, we propose a system that uses computational method to automatically perform analysis of
simulation data, which represent atomic position-time series. The system identifies, in an auto-
mated fashion, the micro-level events (such as the bond formation/breaking) that are connected to
large movements of the atoms, which is considered to be relevant to the diffusion property of the
material. The challenge is how to discover such interesting atomic activities which are the key to
understanding macro-level (bulk) properties of material. Furthermore, simply mining the structure
graph of a material (the graph where the constituent atoms form nodes and the bonds between the
atoms form edges) offers little help in this scenario. It is the patterns among the atomic dynam-
ics that may be good candidate for underlying mechanisms. We propose an event-graph model to
model the atomic dynamics and propose a graph mining algorithm to discover popular subgraphs
in the event graph. We also analyze such patterns in primitive ring mining process and calculate
the distributions of primitive rings during large and normal movement of atoms. Because the event
graph is a directed acyclic graph, our mining algorithm uses a new graph encoding scheme that
is based on topological- sorting. This encoding scheme also ensures that our algorithm enumer-
ates candidate subgraphs without any duplication. Our experiments using simulation data of silica





Computer Simulation is a widely used tool in operation research and is a key method to evalu-
ate, improve, and optimize many types of processes. The simulation uses an abstract computa-
tion model to simulate any physical system. Computer simulations have been extensively used in
mathematical modeling of many natural systems in physics (computational physics), astrophysics,
chemistry, biology, geoscience, human systems in economics, psychology, social science, engi-
neering and material science [40]. A running system’s model is represented as a computer sim-
ulation which behaves as the replica of the physical system. It can either used to explore or gain
new insights in to new technology or to simulate natural or physical process to study about their
behavior.
Computer simulation is the outcome of rapid growth in computer field, following its first large
scale deployment during World War II. It was first used to model the process of nuclear detonation.
Since then, it is extensively used in scientific community. In this thesis, we study extensively on
molecular dynamics simulation data and analyze their microscopic behavior using data mining




The molecular dynamics method was first introduced by Alder and Wainwright in the late 1950’s
[4, 8]. They studied the interactions of hard spheres (representing atoms in the system). Many
important findings related to the behavior of simple liquids came out from their research. The next
crucial finding was in 1964, in which Rahman did the first simulation using a realistic potential for
liquid argon [4, 6]. Rahman and Stillinger performed their first molecular dynamics simulation of
a realistic system in their simulation of liquid water in 1974 [4, 66]. The first protein simulations
was performed in 1977, in which the simulation of the bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI)
was performed [4, 54]. In present context, we find molecular dynamics simulations of solvated
proteins, protein-DNA complexes along with the lipid systems. It addresses a variety of issues such
as the thermodynamics of ligand binding and the folding of small proteins. Since then the number
of simulation techniques has expanded exponentially. Now many specialized techniques for par-
ticular problems (quantum mechanical - classical simulations) are being used to study enzymatic
reactions in the context of the full protein. Molecular dynamics simulation are also employed in
experimental procedures such as X-ray crystallography and NMR structure determination [4].
1.2.2 Molecular Dynamics in Material Science
Molecular dynamics is a form of computer simulation in which atoms and molecules are allowed
to interact for a period of time by initially defining a group of properties that represent atomic
positions, atomic types and constraints [13].The simulation requires inter-atomic forces which are
determined by quantum mechanics, which basically deals with electrons, but can be formulated
on interaction between atoms. Once we know about the forces, solving Newton equation will give
atomic trajectories, i.e. position of atoms as a function of time:






Here, ~F , m, ~a and t represents force, mass, acceleration and time. ri(t) represents the atomic
trajectories, where i ranges from 1 to n, the number of atoms. This atomic trajectory data can be
used to calculate and analyze different properties of the system.
Over the last couple of decades, molecular dynamic (MD) simulation has been one of the
most common computational practices in science and engineering. The underlying physical model
ranges from relatively simple (empirical) pair-wise interatomic potentials to highly sophisticated
quantum mechanical formulation (first-principles) [9, 32, 37]. All MD approaches have been
adopted in massively parallel environment. Pair potentials simulations have been benchmarked for
over a billion of time steps. On the other hand, first-principles simulations despite being compu-
tationally very intensive have also exceeded a million of time steps [13]. For a given material
system, outputs from these simulations represent various physical (bulk) properties including pres-
sure, volume, energy, temperature, and many derived quantities [16, 59]. More importantly, they
include massive data for atomic configurations, which are distributed in 3D space and vary with
time. Gaining insight into useful structural and dynamical information contained in the large-scale
simulations has always been highly desirable but still poses a tremendous challenge.
Two types of approaches are commonly used to gain insight into massive data generated by
MD simulations. First, numerous visualization systems are currently available to display/render
atomic configurations in terms of inter-atomic bonds, modular structures (such as polyhedra, clus-
ters), and other forms [13, 16, 37, 52]. Moreover, they support animation and trajectory rendering
for a quick navigation through the data. Animation renders the atomic configuration at each time
step going through the successive time steps so that one can develop some sense of dynamical
behavior. On the other hand, particle trajectories allow a complete representation of the data by
rendering positions of all atoms at all-time steps so full information is contained in a single display
[15]. Visualization of trajectories and velocity/displacement data can help us assess the nature
and extent of atomic movements. Both the animation and trajectory rendering usually work fine
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for relatively small-sized data sets. As simulations become larger and longer, frame rates and oc-
clusion become serious issues, and visual inspection becomes less effective. Parallel processing
and immersive visualization can be helpful [62, 67]. Second, various analysis methods involve
computation of system-wide averaged properties [9, 12, 83]. They include radial distribution func-
tions, bond length and angle distributions, coordination numbers, ring statistics, etc., to understand
structural behavior [13, 59]. Similarly, the dynamical analysis involves mean square displace-
ments, bond-event rates, velocity auto-correlation functions, stress auto-correlation functions, etc.
Which specific visualization/analysis method works best for a given MD data set depends on the
material system simulated and also on its properties being investigated.
Because FPMD simulations generate details about molecular dynamics, not only the simulation
data can be used to predict the macro level property of the material with high accuracy, but also
the data may contain meaningful information at the atomic level that can help researchers to un-
derstand the mechanism leading to a certain property. In particular, by identifying the atomic-level
events (change of atomic configuration) relevant to a material property, researchers may be able to
create models and explain why the material displays that property. However, in many cases only
an extreme small fraction of the molecular dynamics generated by the simulation may be linked to
a particular macro level property. And there is an overwhelming amount of data from simulation
that are irrelevant. Therefore, it is very important to identify useful structural and dynamical infor-
mation among the massive data derived from intensive simulations. This is a tremendous challenge
in many scientific and engineering areas where simulations are heavily used.
Molecular dynamic simulation is widely used in material science to understand properties
of materials. Majority of research are focussed on simulation and visualization techniques but
very few research are done on computational methods. Large-scale simulations generate massive
amount of data which makes manual analysis of simulation data nearly impossible, particulary
when it comes to the detail analysis. This created the necessity of applying data mining techniques
to extract meaningful and interesting information from such large scale data in automated fashion.
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1.3 Data Mining
As we are growing with different technology in our society, each and every day large amount
of data are being generated. We are not only concerned with the space to store such data but
extracting interesting and meaningful information from them has been a major issue. The process
of extracting such pattern and information from datasets and transforming in to an understandable
structure is termed as Data mining or Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD). It is a non trivial
task to find previously unknown and useful information from the data repository. So, it is the
extraction of hidden pattern not the data itself from the repository [1, 39].
The manual extraction of information from data has occurred through centuries. The increas-
ing power of computational technology has dramatically increased the amount of data. As the data
size have grown, manual analysis has become almost impossible. With ever proliferating com-
puting power and discoveries in mining algorithm such as Clustering, Regression, Support Vector
Machine, Graph Mining etc, the bridge between statistical analysis and artificial intelligence has
been shortened [1, 60].
With the dramatic increase in data, it’s getting tough to not only mining those data but also for-
malizing the problem statement. Our ability to collect data has exponentially increased. We collect
data from different sensors, devices in various format from independent or connected applications.
This flooding of data has outrun our capability to store, process and analyze the data sets [23].
In most cases we are unaware of the direction to look for because of the huge magnitude of data.
In such case data mining plays an important role in finding useful information. Given a data set,
one can generate a hypothesis for a particular problem. Now to prove or disprove the hypothesis,
we need data mining techniques, which would confirm the claim. This has made data mining an
essential tool in scientific community [1].
As the source of collecting data is increasing, we not only facing the problem for storing them
but also getting insight in the data is another challenge. The term ”Big Data” was first introduced
in 1998 in a Silicon Graphics slide by John Mashey with the title of ”Big Data and the Next wave
of Infra Stress” [22, 23]. Big data is rapidly expanding in fields like engineering and physical
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sciences such as biological and biomedical science. The web page indexed by Google were around
1 million in 1998, went up to 1 billion in 2000 and exceeded 1 trillion by 2008. The rapid expansion
of users in the field of social networking, such as Facebook and Twitter has dramattically increased
the volume of web data [23]. Moreover data from biological science such as body scan data, data
from genome sequence created the need of data mining. This has made data mining extremely
popular for studying about the genome structure.
In data mining process, we go through various process. Following are the essential steps in






We mainly focus on process 2-5. In Chapter 2, we have discussed on data preprocessing
process. We have shown the process of converting the raw data in to the form which is ready
for mining. Transformation is another important step in data mining process. We have cleverly
transformed the molecular dynamics scattered data in to an event graph model which is foundation
for the frequent subgraph mining. Developing noble data mining algorithms is the heart of our
research. We have developed three important algorithms in this thesis: 1) Big move detection
2) ToPoMine 3) Primitive ring mining. All three algorithms are used to evaluate the molecular
dynamics simulations data and thus producing interesting results for material scientists.
1.4 Motivation and Objectives
The research on mining chemical compounds is dominated by structure mining (representing
molecular structure with graph(s) i.e. atom with node and bonds between them with edges) of
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the compounds. Thus, they mostly deal with the molecular structure of a substance. Very little re-
search has been done on studying the dynamic nature of such compounds. This makes our research
unique and essential in material science field, where researchers study on their dynamic features.
There has been great interest in material science to model and predict macroscopic properties,
e.g., strength, viscosity, of a type of material. Such model and prediction hold key to our under-
standing of many natural phenomena as well as our capability to design new materials. In many
cases, the property is determined by microscopic (atomic level) structure and dynamics. Simula-
tion is widely used to study atom dynamics [32]. It generates a large amount of data that detail
atomic activities in the material being simulated. Researchers are often too overwhelmed by the
amount of data generated by the simulations to discover interesting atom activities relevant to the
macro-level properties of a material. However, the interesting activities, i.e., the activities that may
form the atomic mechanism underlying a particular material property, are often buried under a lot
of other activities that are of no interest. In most cases, due to the large size of the simulation data,
it is impossible for scientists to manually go through the data and discover the relevant activities
[9, 13, 37]. There is a great potential for data mining to play an important role in this type of
discoveries.
Many types of materials studied have regular or semiregular structures. The structure of atoms
in the material can be modeled as a graph where the atoms become the nodes and the bonds
between atoms become edges. Such atom graph has also been used for modeling large chemical
and biological molecules. Graph mining has been applied to these atom graphs for discovering
interesting structures in the molecules [16, 21]. However, the atom graph representation represents
a static view of the molecular structure and thus is not suitable for modeling atomic dynamics in
such type of material. Furthermore, mining the structure graph of a material (the graph where the
constituent atoms form nodes and the bonds between the atoms form edges) offers little help in this
scenario. It is the patterns among the atomic dynamics that may be good candidate for mechanisms
underlying a particular material property. Discovery of such patterns can lead to better models and
better predictions of material properties. Rather than static structures, the study of atomic dynamics
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in materials focuses on the changes of the structures. In particular, the patterns among the dynamic
changes are of importance as the patterns are good candidate mechanisms underlying a particular
material property.
Atomic diffusion is an integral feature of any dynamic system. We can relate the diffusion
property of any materials to various other properties like viscosity, strength etc. In the following
paragraphs we will briefly discuss about the coordination behavior of an atom in a material, which
are responsible for the atomic diffusion. To discuss about the pattern of coordination changes in
a material and what type of changes contribute in the atomic diffusion, we take an example silica
liquid (SiO2).
In molecular dynamics system atoms are in continuous motion. In the presence of heat they
vibrate around its fixed position. This is the innate character of atoms in any material. When
we observe a material to microscopic level, we find atom bonded with its neighboring atoms of
different species. It is the bond between atoms that held them together and restrict them from
escaping their proximity. The bond strength plays a key role in the movement of atoms. However
an atom does not remain in stable state all the time. Since, it is a dynamic system, atom constantly
goes through bond forming and bond breaking events.
The structure of a given liquid system in defined in terms of atomic coordination which is a
fundamental quantity used to characterize the local connectivity. e.g. in silica liquid (SiO2), we
can have four types of coordination (Si-O, O-Si, Si-Si and O-O). Only Si-O and O-Si environ-
ments directly involve Si-O bonding and are considered to be important. The mean Si-O and O-Si
coordination numbers are close to 4 and 2 respectively. The Si-O coordination consist of mostly
four fold species (called tetrahedral states). It is the stable state of Si atom. The O-Si coordination
consist of mostly two folds (called bridging oxygen). It is the stable state of O atom. The system
is dynamic, therefore the atoms undergo coordination changes with time. When a new bond is
formed, a pair of over-coordinated species appears whereas when a existing bond is broken, a pair
of under-coordinated species appears. These species disappear if the bond just formed breaks back
or the same two atoms form the bond again. These bond change makes the atom to move large
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distance or remain in its proximity depending upon the formation of bond with new atom or with
the same atom respectively.
Figure 1.1: Bond forming and breaking with the same atom resulting in small atomic movement.
Atom marked with circle is observed for its movement pattern.
In Figure 1.1 we have shown the activity of bond formation of O atom. We marked an O
atom and observed its activity. In Figure 1.1 (left) the atom is in stable stage, it is bonded with
two different Si atoms. It is a bridging oxygen since it forms bridge of bonds between two Si
atoms. Now most of the time this O atom vibrates around its initial position and does not form or
break any bond. In Figure 1.1 (middle), we see the marked atom breaking bond with its one of the
bonded Si atom. After staying in two fold state for a while, the O atom is again bonded with the
same Si atom. This is shown in Figure 1.1 (right). This type of bond breaking and bond forming
process does not contribute to the large movement of atoms.
Figure 1.2: Bond forming and breaking with the different atom resulting in large atomic movement.
Atom marked with circle is observed for its movement pattern.
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In Figure 1.2, we have shown the second case where an O atom breaks a bond and again forms
a bond with different Si atom. This is the key reason due to which an atom undergo large atomic
movement. In Figure 1.2 (left), we can see the marked O atom in stable state. In Figure 1.2 (mid-
dle), it loses a bond with its neighboring Si atom. An atom when in stable state cannot remain in
same state for long period of time. It will eventually form a bond with another atom. In Figure 1.2
(right), the same one fold O atom forms a bond with another Si atom. This Si atom is different
from the previous neighboring atom of marked O atom. This type of bond formation contributes
in significantly larger atomic movement. Our primary objective is to track such type of movement
and analyze the pattern of coordination behavior which led to such movement. To achieve this goal
we have used different data mining techniques in this research.
To apply any data mining techniques on large scale data sets, it is crucial to filter out unwanted
data. It is difficult to locate only useful data. In Chapter 3 we have presented window detection
technique [61] which automatically locate only such data which are interesting. In Chapter 4
we discuss in details on applying graph mining algorithm ToPoMine, which mines interesting
sequence of events from filtered data.And in Chapter 5 we have presented an efficient algorithm
to mine all the primitive rings of a given atom.
The objective behind this dissertation is to study the atomic level properties of material. We
focus mainly on data mining techniques to mine microscopic features and relate them with the
diffusive behavior of atoms.
1.4.1 Searching for Feature Vectors
The first challenge for us was to look for those atomic features of a material which we can relate to
macroscopic property. We came up with three features which can contribute in predicting macro-
scopic property of a material: 1) Detecting large atomic movement, 2) Mining events (coordination
change) and 3) Mining primitive rings.
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1.4.2 Detecting Large Atomic Movement
Material Science experts have been detecting the overall displacement of an atom for a given
simulation time. However, to detect a time window when an atom is moving a lot over millions
of time steps was not easy. We came up with a novel approach to detect those time windows. We
discuss this in details in Chapter 3.
1.4.3 Mining Events
An event actually refers to a coordination change of an atom. We propose a event graph which
models the coordination change of atoms. We then mine the subgraph to find the interesting se-
quence of events. Chapter 4 talks in details about this approach.
1.4.4 Mining Primitive Rings
Ring structures of atoms plays a vital role in the physical properties of a material. Counting rings
in millions time steps simulation data gets tricky, so in Chapter 5 we came up with an efficient
primitive ring mining algorithm.
1.5 Dissertation Organization
This rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we discuss about the preprocess-
ing of data before we start analyzing them, in Chapter 3, we discuss about analyzing molecular
dynamics and mining the mechanism of atomic diffusion. In Chapter 4, we discuss about the lit-
erature and related work on frequent subgraph mining. We also present our novel subgraph mining






Data used in this study are from parallel first-principles molecular dyamics (FPMD) simulations of
silica liquid. The supercell used in the simulations consisted of 72 atoms (24 Si and 48 O atoms),
which correspond to a discrete set of 216 (positional) degrees of freedom. Therefore super cell
is a system which is cubical in shape and contains all the atoms. The atomic positions in liquid
phase are strongly correlated but without any long-range order, and are constanly changing with
time. The simulation runs ranged from a couple of hundred thousands of FPMD steps (at high
temperature of 4000 K) to little more than one million steps (at the lowest temperature of 2800 K
studied). A time step of 3 femtoseconds was used at 2800 K so that the simulation duration slightly
exceeded 3 nanoseconds whereas the time step of 1 femtosecond was used at higher temperatures
(3000 K, 3500 and 4000 K). Six data sets (two at 2800 K, two at 3000 K, one at 3500 K and one
at 4000 K) were generated and used in our analysis. It is important to note that the simulations are
finite in both space and time. The supercell length varies from 10.3 to 13.8 whereas the simulation
duration ranges from 200 picoseconds to 3.2 nanoseconds.
The snapshot of data set is shown in Figure 2.1. It is in the form of time varying series
coordinate.The first row is the total number of atoms in super cell. The second row is the dimension
of super cell. The term ’Konfig’ refers to the time stamp. Every rows after term ’Konfig’ are the
coordinates of atoms in 3-D space. There are 72 coordinates between two consecutive ’Konfig’. In
Figure 2.2, we can see the image of Si (blue) and O (red) atoms in one time stamp.
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Figure 2.1: Raw input file with coordinates of every atoms.
2.2 Radial Distribution Function (RDF)
This study is mainly focussed on mining interesting events. Before we start any mining process we
need information about the coordination details of every atoms. From this information we later find
out the bond forming and breaking process. This is the fundamental building block in this study
to define an event. To generate such coordination information we used AtomViz. To calculate
coordination number we need Radial Distribution Function. RDF describes how the density of
particles varies from a reference particle in a system. Considering the homogeneous distribution
of atoms in space, it gives the probability of finding atoms in a shell dr at the distance r of other
atom, taken as a reference point.
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Figure 2.2: Snapshot of Si and O atoms in one time stamp.
Figure 2.3: Radial Distribution Frequency (RDF) calculation between Si-O. X-axis is the distance
in angstrom and Y-axis is the probability of finding atoms.
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Definition 1 (Radial Distribution Function) Let g(r) be the RDF of a system, then for any particle




Figure 2.4: Space discretization for RDF calculation.
Figure 2.4 shows the presence of atoms which falls in the region dr. By changing r and
counting the number of atoms in region dr average radial distribution is calculated. In figure 2.3
we have shown the average radial distribution of Si-O and O-Si. At the peak the probability of
finding atom is maximum. We denote it by rmin. Any atom closer than rmin will not from any
bond because of repulsive force between the atoms. The first vertical line in the figure represents
rmin. The second vertical line represents rcut. Any atom beyond this distance can not be bonded.
Therefore any atom in between rmin and rcut forms coordination bond with the reference atom.
Figure 2.5 is the image of bond formation between Si and O atoms.
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Figure 2.5: Bond formation between Si and O atoms.
2.3 Removing Periodicity
The atomic position in the silica liquid changes with time. But the atoms inside super cell do not
skip the box. As we can see in the Figure 2.6 there exists periodicity in the coordinates of atoms.
When an atom goes out of the super cell in one direction, it re enters from opposite direction.
To do any further analysis on the data, we remove periodic behavior of data set by unfolding the
coordinates. We assume that the maximum distance an atom can travel in a single time stamp is
half of the super cell.
dmax = L/2 (2.1)
where L is the length of super cell.
Since all the coordinates of the input data are normalized we only compare the distance travel
by an atom with 0.5.
Below the unfolding technique is discussed in detail.
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Figure 2.6: Representation of idea of periodicity boundary condition [2]
dx
1 Å
p(t) p(t + 1)
dx
1 Å
p(t + 1) p(t)
Figure 2.7: Top: Atom leaving from left of and entering from right of super cell. In this case dx is
positive. Bottom: Atom leaving from right and entering from left of super cell. In this case dx is
negative.
Let the position of an atom o at time t be p(t) = (x1, y1, z1) and at (t + 1) be p(t + 1) =
(x2, y2, z2). Now let dx be the change in x coordinate.
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We calculate dx as
dx = x2 − x1 (2.2)
Similarly,
dy = y2 − y1 (2.3)
dz = z2 − z1 (2.4)
Figure 2.7 (left) shows the position of atom o at time t and (t + 1). Let’s only consider the
movement of atom in x direction i.e. dx. Since we are only considering x coordinate, we can
represent position p(t) by x1 and p(t+1) by x2. To move from x1 to x2, atom o can take two paths.
One is going to the right direction and other is exiting the super cell from left and then entering
from right. The direction of movement is determined by calculating dx.
We will have two conditions:
i) If dx > 0.5 then the new unfolded coordinate will be x2 = x1 + dx− 1.
ii) If dx < −0.5 then x2 = x1 + dx+ 1.
The second condition can be visualized in Figure 2.7 (right). Here the position of x1 and x2 is
interchanged. Similarly, we do the same with dy and dz.
i) If dy > 0.5 then, y2 = y1 + dy − 1.
ii) If dy < −0.5 then, y2 = y1 + dy + 1.
and,
i) If dz > 0.5 then, z2 = z1 + dz − 1.
ii) If dz < −0.5 then, z2 = z1 + dz + 1.
After unfolding the coordinates of each atom we can now plot its displacement with respect to
the initial position as a function of time. We define it as g(t). It is the Euclidean distance between
a reference point and a point at time t.
g(t) = |p(t)− p(t0)|2 (2.5)
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where p(t) is the position coordinate at time t and p(t0) is the position coordinate at initial
reference time t0









































Figure 2.8: Top: The displacement (g) versus time (t) plot. Bottom: Smoothing of the curve on
top. X axis is the time stamps and Y axis is the displacement from initial position
2.4 Data Smoothing
Data smoothing is an essential process in statistics and image processing field. This process is
mainly concerned in developing approximate function to capture meaningful pattern in the data.
It helps to leave out noise and fine scale pattern from the data. There are various techniques to








As you can see in Figure 2.8, an atom constantly undergoes random oscillations. A large
movement is a motion whose magnitude of displacement is significantly greater than the random
moves. We are only concerned with such movement. The plot has a lot of jitters which we have
to remove before doing any further analysis. We used convolution, which is often used in signal
processing, as filters for noise removal. It is the process of multiplying one signal by shifted version
of other signal resulting the average of their product. Convolution is a useful process because it
accurately describes some effects that occur widely in scientific measurements.
2.4.1 Smoothing Algorithm
We used moving average which is the most common algorithm in statistical analysis and computer
vision. The ”sliding-average smooth” with a rectangular function is the simplest and very effective
method of smoothing a signal. This method replaces each point in the signal with the average of
”x” adjacent points, where ”x” is a positive integer called the ”smooth width” [56]. For example,
for a 3-points smooth (x = 3):
Si =
Yi−1 + Yi + Yi+1
x
(2.6)
Figure 2.8 (bottom) shows the g(t) after smoothing. In chapter 3, we have discussed in detail
about this smoothing process.
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Chapter 3
Detecting Extreme Atomic Motion in
Simulation Data
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose a useful approach to analyze a given position-time series produced by
parallel molecular dynamics simulation for understanding the dynamical behavior of the material
system under consideration. In particular, our interest is to explore atomic diffusion, that is, a
process by which a material results in the net transport of constituent atoms. While our analysis
can be applicable to any type of materials, here we target a liquid (dense) phase. Atomic diffusion
in a solid phase is generally too slow to be captured in currently achievable simulation time-scale
with any MD approach even at high temperatures close to the melting point. We use silica (SiO2)
liquid as an example in this study [30, 59]. Silica is one of the most abundant materials of our
planet and is important both technological and geological viewpoints. Unlike other liquids, silica
liquid is extremely viscous (i.e., highly immobile) so it is interesting to explore how the constituent
(Si and O) atoms diffuse or move in this system. Moreover, it was simulated using first-principles
molecular dynamics method, which is generally expected to predict physical (macroscopic-scale)
properties with high accuracy so the data may contain meaningful information at the microscopic
(atomic) level. In particular, our aim is to identify atomic-level events (i.e., changes in atomic
configurations occurring through bond formation and breakage) relevant to a material property
such as diffusion. It is likely that such events are confined in both space and time involving few
atoms and extending over short time intervals. This means that only a relatively small fraction
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of the simulation data may actually be worth examining to reveal underlying mechanisms. Our
objective is to mine those time windows where such interesting events occurs so that we could
analyze the pattern of atomic coordination changes which led to the large atomic diffusion.
The proposed MD simulation data analysis scheme consists of two stages: First, it examines
the movement pattern of the constituent atoms, which can involve continuous motion (flowing) or
discrete movements (hopping). Using ideas from signal processing, we design an algorithm to au-
tomatically detect large movements in the simulation output that contains both the large movements
and the regular random movements of the atoms. The algorithm also identifies the time intervals
in which the large movements happened if there are any. Second, our scheme describes the liquid
system in terms of basic structural units (coordination states representing local atomic connectivity
or bonding) and examines how they evolve with time. It relates the detected large movements to
the coordination changes the corresponding atoms undergo. Such coordination change may be part
of the atomic level mechanisms that determine the diffusion property of the material. Our results
show that the proposed analysis scheme is effective in identifying the large movements and the
coordination changes that are associated with the movements. It may also help atomistic visual-
ization by pinpointing the time intervals when interesting events likely to occur in the simulation
so that we do not need to look through millions of time steps - only corresponding subsets of data
may be visualized.
3.2 Material and Methods
3.2.1 MD Data Analysis Scheme
Our scheme to analyze the dynamical behavior of a simulated material system involves two main
stages: automatic detection of large movements and identification of the related coordination
changes. The main challenge arises because such interesting events are relatively rare and short-
lived, and an individual atom may undergo large movements only a few times over long duration.
Therefore, it is not feasible to manually examine the entire simulation, which can be arbitarily long
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consisting of over a million of time steps. We design algorithms to automate this process, which
enables us to extract useful information from a massive position-time series.
3.2.2 Detecting Large Atomic Movements
All atoms contained in the supercell are not anticipated to move by large amounts even in a liquid
phase. It is likely that some atoms do not change their positions significantly during a finite time
interval or even over the entire simulation time span. This would perhaps be the case for all (or
most) atoms in a solid phase. However, many atoms in a simulated liquid system do undergo large
positional changes depending on its temperature and composition. Our main interest here is in
characterzing the behavior of highly mobile atoms. When an atom undergoes a large displacement,
it may do so in two ways: 1) The atom moves gradually, making small step each time. Such
incremental steps add up over a long time period to give a large net movement. 2) The atom
makes a few large jumps that account for almost all the distance travelled by it. Each such jump
occurs over a very short time interval. The movement pattern of individual atoms can thus be a
continuous (forward) motion or a set of abrupt jumps or a combination of both. We assume that
these movements significantly contribute to the diffusion process. On the other hand, the atoms
showing an oscillating motion (back and forth) may remain confined in a local neighborhood for
long time, and as such, they are considered to be irrelevant.
We define g(t) to be the displacement of a constituent atom with respect to its position in the
reference (initial) configuration as a function of time. Figure 3.1 plots the displacement against
time to display two types of motions. Our analysis mainly focuses on the atomic motion consisting
of large jumps, which is a hopping like mechanism. We call them the large movement or jump.
Such motion can be dominating at low temperatures. Indeed, silica liquid at 2800 K shows that 82
% of large displacements result from jump like motions occuring over short time intervals, with 18
% being incremental forward motion. As one can see in Figure 3.1, an atom constantly undergoes
random (oscillating) moves. A large movement is a motion whose magnitude of displacement is
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significantly greater than the random moves. (One large movement is shown on the left plot of
Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1: The displacement (g) versus time (t) plots. Two type of motions are shown: jump-like
motion (left) and incremental forward motion (right).
Smoothing Using Convolution
In mathematics, convolution can formally be defined as operation between two functions, just as
multiplication, addition, and integration. Addition takes two numbers and produces a third number,
whereas convolution takes two signals and generates a third signal. Convolution is used in many
fields of mathematics, such as probability and statistics. In linear systems, convolution can be used





Figure 3.2: Input signal g(t) convolved with window function f(t) to produce ĝ(t). g(t) ∗ f(t) =
ĝ(t)
The g-t plot has a lot of jitters associated with oscillating motion of atom. In order to detect
large movements, our first step is to smooth the function g(t). From a signal processing point of
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view, we consider g(t) (with or without large movement) as a signal that is perturbed by some high
frequency noise (the jitters). The goal of the smoothing step is to remove these noises. In signal
processing, convolution is often used in such situation as filters for noise removal. The convolution
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Figure 3.3 shows the results of the smoothing on the two curves in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.3: Smoothing for the two curves in Figure 1. Left figure corresponds to large movement
(jump like motion) and right to forward incremental motion.
From now on, we use ĝ(t) instead of g(t) in our analysis. A large movement corresponds to
a time window in which the displacement of an atom changes at a higher rate, i.e., the derivative
ĝ′(t) is of large values. To detect the large movements, we used a threshold T . If in a continuous
time window, ĝ′(t) ≥ T , then the corresponding atom exhibits a large movement in that time
window. Figure 3.4 plots both g(t) and ĝ′(t) for both large movement, i.e., jump-like motion (top)
and forward incremental motion (down). The red line shows a properly-chosen threshold. The
large movement displayed in the plot of g(t) (green) corresponds to the window in which the ĝ′(t)
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values (blue) are above the threshold in the plot. As we can see our window detection technique
identifies only the large movement and excludes the forward incremental motion. We focus on
the large movement (jump-like) motion because they are dominant type of motion for the larger
displacement.
Figure 3.4: Green line is the displacement curve g(t) with y-axis on the right, blue line is gradient
curve ĝ(t) with y-axis on left and red line is the threshold T (with T = 0.12). For each curve x-axis
is the simulation time.
The key to accurate detection is to find a proper threshold. The goal is to distinguish the jumps
from the regular oscillation. For this purpose, we used two different approaches two calculate
threshold values.
Mixture of Gaussian Model
A Gaussian mixture model(GMM) is a probabilistic model that combines various single gaussian
models with unknown parameters and gives the best abstract estimate of those distributions [3].
Gaussian mixture models can also be seen as a k-means clustering. A GMM acts as a hybrid of
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different uni-modal Gaussian models by using a discrete set of Gaussian functions, each with their
own mean and covariance matrix. It improves the modeling capability [58].
Figure 3.5: Mixture of Gaussian model
Here, we examine the distribution of the peak ĝ′(t) values. As we have observed, during the
simulation, an atom undergoes small random movements many times. And for some atoms, it may
also undergo a few large movements. All movements lead to local maximums of ĝ′(t) (showing
as bumps in the plot of ĝ′(t)). Generally speaking, random movements do not travel large distance
in a short period of time. Therefore, the local maximums of ĝ′(t) due to random movements often
have small values. If there is no large movement, the distribution of the local maximums will
concentrate around small values and go to zero quickly once the value goes large.
When there are both random (oscillating) movements and large movements, the distribution of
the local maxima becomes a double-mode distribution (i.e., two bell-shaped distributions summed
together, the peaks of the two distributions may not be of the same height). Most local maximums
(corresponding to random move) concentrate around small values (peak 1 of the distribution).
A few local maximums (corresponding to the large movements) concentrate around large values
(peak 2 of the distribution). One can separate the random movements from the large movements
by a threshold whose value lies in between the two modes of the distribution.
In reality, we observe that ĝ′(t) has many tiny peaks. Rather than considering all the local
maximums, we further divide the time into windows, then examine each window and find the
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value of the highest peak in that window. A collection of peak values are obtained in this way.
We plot the distribution of these peak values in Figure 3.6. We observe that the frequency counts
decreases dramatically when the value of the peaks increases. However, at a certain point, such
fast decreasing trend is interrupted and inverted (the counts increase temporarily) while the value
of the peaks goes large.
Figure 3.6: Histogram of peak values zoomed in to the portion where the decreasing trend of the
curve is inverted.
We use a mixture of Gaussian model [50, 57] to model the combined distribution of the random




P (x|z)P (z) (3.3)
where z takes two values (Let z = 0 corresponds to the random moves and z = 1 the large
movements respectively). P (x|z) is a Gaussian distribution N(µz, σ2z) whose mean µz and vari-
ance σ2z depend on the value of z. After fitting the probability density to the local maximum values,
we obtain N(µ0, σ20) and N(µ1, σ
2
1). The threshold is then set to be the value between µ0 and µ1
where the two distributions have the same densities. Once the threshold is obtained, the windows
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Figure 3.7: Peak-value histogram plot for four different temperatures. The plot shows the effect of
temperature on the threshold values.
Figure 3.7 plots the distributions of the peak values of the speed of the moves (slop of the
smoothed displacement curve). As discussed before, the regular random movements and the large
movements concentrate on different peak values. On the distribution plot, the peak values of the
large movements manifest as a bump on the rapid declining side of the distribution curve corre-
sponding to the peak values of the regular random moves. Figure 3.7 shows that when simulation
temperature increases, the peak values of both the large movements and the regular random moves
shift higher. The regular random moves under high temperature give peak values larger than that of
the large movements under lower temperature. This agrees with our observation in Figure 3.7 that
a regular random move under 4000K may have the same or higher level of magnitude than a large
movement under 2800K. The threshold for detecting large movements, therefore, is temperature
dependent.
Weighted Average
We consider the derivative of the displacement (i.e. ĝ′(t)). Both moves lead to local maximum (lo-
cal peak) of the derivative. The values of the derivative at these local maximums vary but in general


























Figure 3.8: Synthetic example showing the counting of peaks (local maximums). Top: an example
curve of derivative v.s. time is shown. The horizontal lines indicate 5 intervals. There is 1 peak in
interval I0 (fI0 = 1), 2 peaks in I1 (fI1 = 2), 1 peak in I2 (fI2 = 1), 0 in I3 (fI3 = 0) and 1 in I4
(fI4 = 1). Bottom: plot of data points derived from peak counts. We simplify each interval into its
middle value v and obtain a collection of data points {(v, f)}.
the large jumps. To distinguish the two types of move, we construct a model to represent the distri-
bution of the (local) peak values caused by the regular oscillation. We then establish the threshold
that separates the two types of move at the place where significantly more peaks are observed than
what the model says for the regular oscillations. Those extra number of peaks are considered to
come from the large jumps. To further simplify the matter, we view all the peaks above the thresh-
old as caused by the large jumps because above the threshold, the number of peaks from regular
oscillation is negligible.
In order to construct the model, our program counts the number of local peaks (local maxi-
mums) on the derivative (ĝ′(t))-against-time curve for different ranges of peak values. Figure 3.8
gives a toy example on how the counting is conducted. We divide (ĝ′(t))-against-time curve by the
collection of k small, equal-length intervals {I0, I1, ..., Ik}. For each interval, the program counts
the number of the peaks (local maximums of ĝ′(t)) whose value falls in that interval. Because the
intervals are small, we represent each interval by its middle value. This gives us a set of points
{(v, f)} where v is the value representing the interval and f is the the frequency, i.e., number of
peaks who reach that value. (Technically speaking, the peaks fall in the interval. For simplicity, we
say that they reach the value representing that interval.) These points provide an approximation to
the distribution of the peak values (the right side of Figure 3.8).
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We model the trend in these data points (i.e. the relation between the value and the number of
peaks reaching that value) using an exponential function:
f̃(v) = eAv+B (3.4)
where A and B are two model parameters. The calculated data points in the low peak value
regime actually follow nice exponential trend at both 2800 K and 4000 K whereas the data at high
peak values systematically differ from this trend.
We know that local maximums with very small magnitude come from regular oscillations. And
similarly those with very large magnitude come from large jumps. To discover the trends in the
distribution of the peak values caused by the regular oscillations, we determine the parameters (A
and B) by fitting the model to the data points ((v, f) pairs) that have very small v (e.g., v < 0.05
at 2800 K). Those data points are considered to correspond to the regular oscillations. Figure 3.9
plots the data points (v, f) and the exponential model f̃ . The blue data points (circles) have small v
and are used to fit the exponential function (red line). The green data points (triangles) are not used
for model fitting. We observe that following the trend (red line) displayed by the peaks caused by
regular oscillation, the number of peaks of such type decreases quickly to zero when v increases.
However, in some intervals, the actual count of peaks (some green points) can be much larger than
what the trend indicates. This is because these actual counts include the peaks caused by large
jumps. The more the count deviates from the trend, the more large jumps are presented. Our
threshold for determining large jump is calculated following this view. Let τ be the threshold and
Θ be the collection of data points that are not used in model fitting. We calculate the threshold as:
τ =
∑
(v,f)∈Θ v · |(f̃(v)− f)|∑
(v,f)∈Θ |(f̃(v)− f)|
(3.5)
We assume that the right most blue data point is the lower bound of threshold value. We use
Equation 3.5 which is the weighted average of green data points (triangles) with respect to the
fitting function, to find the optimal threshold (τ ). Once the threshold is obtained, the windows of
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: Distribution of the values at local maximum at two temperatures: 2800 K (a) and 4000
K (b). The circle (blue) and triangles (green) are count of peaks that fall in the corresponding
intervals. The red curve is an exponential function that models the trend displayed by the circles,
i.e., the distribution of the peaks caused by regular oscillation. Vertical black dotted line on X-axis
represents the τ value. Note that the Y-axis is log-scaled.
large jumps are detected as the windows in which the ĝ′(t) values are above the threshold. We then
capture the time window where atoms shows large jumps using this threshold value.
Algorithm Description
Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo code for calculating threshold and detecting those time windows
where atoms shows hopping motion. We start by loading raw data in D which contains the co-
ordinates of all the atoms. For each atom, we calculate their displacement g(t) and then gradient
ĝ′(t). We then count the local maxima which are the peak count in ĝ′(t) and then stores them in
P . P stores the peak count of all the atoms. After counting all the peaks we fit them with equation
3.4. We only use those peaks which have high frequency to fit equation 3.4. Now with those data
points P̂ which are not used in fitting, we calculate threshold τ using equation 3.5. Equation 3.5 is
the weighted average of data points in P̂ with respect to function 3.4. Once we have the threshold,
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we can use it to find all big moved time windows W of all atoms. We later use W to count the
coordination number of all the atoms which shows hopping motion during those time windows.
Algorithm 1 Threshold Calculation
D ← load data with coordinates of atoms
C ← calculate RDF and generate coordination number of atoms
for each atom do
g(t)← calculate displacement from origin
ĝ(t)← perform smoothing on g(t) using convolution function from equation 3.1
ĝ′(t)← calculate gradient of data ĝ(t)
P ← calculate peak count on ĝ(t)-against time
end for
fit the points in P using equation 3.4
P̂ ← points which are not used to fit equation 3.4
calculate threshold τ using points in P̂ and equation 3.5
for each atom do
W ← use τ to calculate big move time windows
end for
3.2.3 Coordination Changes Responsible for Large Movements
We define the structure of a given liquid system in terms of atomic coordination, which is a funda-
mental quantity used to characterize the local connectivity and can be calculated by counting the
atoms of species β that lie within a sphere centered at atom of species α and of radius defined by
the corresponding rmin value. For the silica liquid, we can have four types of coordination (Si-O,
O-Si, Si-Si, and O-O). Only Si-O and O-Si environments directly involve Si-O bonding and are
considered here. The mean Si-O and O-Si coordination numbers are close to 4 and 2, respectively.
We can decompose each coordination environment into a variety of coordination species, which
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unlike mean coordination takes an integer value. At each time step, we have complete information
about the coordination states of all constituent atoms:
Ciαβ(t) = |{1 ≤ j ≤ N : d(i, j) ≤ r
αβ
min ∧ type(j) = β}|for i = 1......Nα (3.6)
Figure 3.10: Three possible coordination configurations of Si and O atoms are shown. Large
spheres are Si atoms and small are O atoms, the simulation box is also marked. The coordination
states are color coded: 1(red), 2(yellow), 3(green), 4 (cyan) and 5 (blue). Left: five fold coordinated
Si and three fold coordinated O atoms. Center: three fold coordinated Si and one fold coordinated
O atoms. Right: three and five fold coordinated Si atoms, and one and three fold coordinated O
atoms represented by their respective colors.
For the silica liquid considered in this study, the Si-O coordination consists of mostly four-
fold species (called tetrahedral states) with five- and three-fold species also present. Similarly, the
O-Si coordination consists of mostly two-fold (called bridging oxygen) with singly coordinated
(called non-bridging oxygen) and three-coordinated species. The system is dynamic and the atoms
undergo coordination changes with time. When a single bond event (formation or breakage of
bond) occurs, a pair of new coordination states is formed. When a new bond is formed, a pair
of over-coordinated species appears whereas when an existing bond is broken, a pair of under-
coordinated species appears. These species disappear if the bond just formed breaks back or the
same two atoms form the bond again.
Suppose that silica liquid assumes a perfectly tetrahedral network structure at some point of
time. In other words, all Si atoms are in four-fold coordination state and all O atoms are in two-
fold state. In such an environment, two types of coordination changes (events) are possible for Si
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as well as O. A given Si atom changes from four-coordination state (4) to five-coordination state
(5) and then returns back to four-coordination state (4). This sequence is referred to as 454. If
the intermediate state is three-coordination state (3), the sequence is referred to as 434. Similarly,
for O atoms, the coordination changes from two-fold state (2) to three-fold state (3) and then
back to two-fold state (2). This sequence is referred to as 232. The other sequence in which the
intermediate state is two-fold is referred to as 212.
For each sequence of coordination changes, more than two atoms may be involved. Once a pair
of odd coordination species is formed, a different bond may break (in the cases of 454 and 232)
or form (in the cases of 434 and 212) so that one of the original coordination states continues to
exist and one additional state appears. More such coordination annihilation and formation events
can occur in subsequent time steps until a perfect tetrahedral network is restored. This process
results in a substantial atomic reconfiguration or rearrangement so that the participating Si and/or
O atoms are likely to make substantial movements. In particular, odd coordination species (may be
considered as coordination defects) appear to serve as the transition states for atomic self-diffusion.
We may also view this process as migration of coordination species thereby causing the associated
Si/O atoms to move from one coordination shell to another.
How often the Si or O atoms undergo such changes in their coordination state is thus expected
to be relevant for the dynamical behavior. It is not clear which sequences of coordination changes
are responsible for the diffusion. Not all coordination changes are relevant. For instance, a bond
may break and then (the same bond) forms, resulting in a coordination-change event, which will
not affect the atomic reconfiguration. Even if a different bond is formed, large atomic movement
may not necessarily happen. Out of a large number of coordination changes that occur during the
simulation, only a small fraction may actual contribute to the diffusion. Our goal is to automatically
identify and quantify these coordination changes.
For every time window of large atomic movement we detect, we search for different sequences
of coordination changes the atom under consideration undergoes and count the number of each
sequence. The 454 and 343 sequences are considered for Si movement window whereas the 232
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and 212 sequences are considered for O movement window. A time window can have more than
one occurrence of coordination events. By doing this, we expect to answer the question: can large
atomic jumps be described in terms of the coordination changes? In other words, can we identify
the coordination changes, which are responsible for atomic diffusion?
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Atomic Movement Patterns
Figure 3.11 presents a few examples of atom displacements under temperatures 2800K (three ex-
amples on the left) and 4000K (three examples on the right). A large movement is a displacement of
magnitude larger than that of the regular random movements. The middle panel on the left shows
a typical large movement and the bottom panel shows a typical atom without large movement.
When temperature increases, the magnitude of the regular random movements also increases. A
regular random movement under 4000K may have the same or higher level of magnitude as a large
movement under 2800K. Under 4000K, A movement needs to display much higher magnitude
to be considered as a large movement. (Note that in the plot, the scale of the displacement (Y
axis) is different on the left from the ones on the right. Many movements on the right have higher
magnitude than that on the left.)
Table 3.1: Percentage of hopping motion, which resulted in large diffusion.
2800K 3000K 3500K 4000K 5000K 6000K
hopping motion (%) 82 91.6 100 100 100 100
As discussed earlier, we define two types of movements: flowing, in which small steps add up
over a long time to give a large net displacement; and hopping in which almost all the distance trav-
eled is accounted for by a few large jumps. Table 3.1 shows the percentage of hopping movements
(among both flowing and hopping) occurred in 6 datasets. (We count only the flowing and the
hopping movements because they account for significant displacements of the atoms. All atoms





 Figure 3.11: Three different types of movement for temperatures 2800K (left) and 4000K (right).
As the degree of atomic movement increases with temperature, the maximum limit of displacement
(X-axis) at 4000K is higher than 2800K .
this study.) Clearly hopping movement is the main source of displacement and therefore, may be
the main contributor to diffusion. Hence we focused on the hopping movement.
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Table 3.2: Threshold values for large movements of silicon and oxygen atoms for different tem-
peratures.
2800K 3000K 3500K 4000K
Si 0.08 0.1 0.11 0.2
O 0.09 0.13 0.15 0.2
3.3.2 Effect of Smoothing
Figure 3.12 shows the effect of applying smoothing with different parameters. The top row of the
figure plots the displacements of an atom in the simulations under temperatures 2800K, 3000K and
4000K. The second, third and last rows show these curves after applying the smoothing method
described in the previous section, under different choices of the parameter a (which defines the
window size) in Equation 3.2a. When a takes a small value (second row), there is not enough
smoothing. When a takes a large value (bottom row), the resulting curve becomes much smoother
but the large movement also becomes less clear, i.e., the slope of the jump is no longer steep. The
value for a we used in smoothing is 1000 time steps (middle row). Although there are still small
perturbation, the curve is much smoother than the original displacement plot. At the same time,
the large movements are preserved and become more prominent after the smoothing.
3.3.3 Threshold for Detection of Large Movements
Table 3.2 lists the thresholds determined by our program and used for the detection of large jumps
at different temperatures. As expected, with increasing temperature, threshold value also increases.
And at the same temperature, the threshold for the oxygen atoms tends to be somewhat higher than
that for the silicon atoms. This is because oxygen atoms have greater mobility and undergo regular
oscillations with larger magnitudes than those of the silicon atoms.
3.3.4 Coordination States and Changes
The mean Si-O and O-Si coordination numbers are close to 4 and 2, respectively, and they show
slight monotonic increase with increasing temperature. Since both mean Si-O and O-Si coordi-
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Figure 3.12: The effect of window size on smoothing for three different temperatures with time on
X-axis and displacement on Y-axis. When a takes a small value (second row), there is not enough
smoothing. When a takes a large value (bottom row), ĝ(t) becomes much smoother but the large
jump also becomes less clear, i.e., the slope of the jump is no longer steep. The value for a we used
in the smoothing is 1000 time steps (middle row).
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Table 3.3: Counts of Coordination changes over entire simulation time for different temperatures.
2800K 3000K 3500K 4000K 5000K 6000K
Si 454 593 585 1941 3988 8478 11603
434 180 228 919 1966 6127 10190
O 232 533 597 2025 4354 11022 17311
212 175 219 889 1919 7258 14014
nation numbers differ from the ideal numbers of 4 and 2, respectively, the liquid structure cannot
be a perfectly tetrahedral environment containing only bridging oxygen. The other coordination
species (structural units) must be present in the liquid. At 2800 K, the Si-O coordination con-
tains three- and five-fold species in addition to the dominant four-fold species (tetrahedra) whereas
the O-Si coordination contains single- and three-fold species in addition to the dominant two-fold
species (bridging oxygen). These odd species that are present in small amounts can be consid-
ered as coordination defects in an otherwise ideal tetrahedral environment. Temperature though it
affects the mean coordination very little does influence the coordination distribution. With increas-
ing temperature, the proportions of tetrahedra and BO decrease whereas the proportions of the odd
species increase. The distribution becomes wider and more asymmetric extending more to higher
coordination on heating with appearance of more defects at the cost of four-fold Si and two-fold
O species. The silica liquid has 98.8% tetrahedra at 2800 K, which decreases to 85.7% at 4000
K. Even singly coordinated and octahedral Si atoms appear. Similarly, free O (not bonded to any
Si) and four-fold coordinated O atoms are present. At 2800 K, the total amount of non-tetrahedral
defects is 1.21%. This means that in the supercell consisting of 24 Si atoms, on average one non-
tetrahedral defect will appear at an interval of 3.5 time steps during the simulation. About 70%
snapshots should be free of any defect. In the reality, a defect survives over multiple time steps,
and multiple defects co-exist at the same time. More snapshots are thus expected to be defect free.
Coordination change happens frequently during the simulation. Most times, coordination
change has little impact on the atoms. A bond may break and some time later the same bond
may reform. Such change does not lead to large atom movements. Even when an old bond breaks
and a new bond forms, large atom movement may not happen. Given the premise that atom move-
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Table 3.4: Counts of coordination changes within time windows of large movements for different
temperatures.
2800K 3000K 3500K 4000K 5000K 6000K
Si 454 3 3 21 107 1278 3495
434 4 7 23 84 1089 3254
O 232 6 18 72 376 1926 4190
212 6 18 84 250 1582 3705
ments, particularly the large movements are connected to the diffusive property of the material, it
is important to exam the coordination changes that occurred together with large movements. In
Table 3.3 and 3.4, we show the count of different types of coordination changes at different simu-
lation temperature. Table 3.3 gives the counts of coordination changes during the whole simulation
and Table 3.4 gives the counts for those that happened while the atom undergoes large movement.
In both cases, the number of coordination change increases while the temperature of the simulation
increases.
Consider the counts of ”454” and ”434” changes the Si atoms undergo in the time windows of
large Si movements. At 2800 K, the numbers of ”454” and ”434” changes associated with such
windows are 3 and 4, respectively. The numbers are much smaller than the total counts of these
coordination changes. This means that tiny fractions of the total coordination changes actually
cause the Si atoms to move by large amounts. It is interesting to note that the ratio of relevant
”454” and ”434” changes is 0.85 in time windows of large movements, compared to the high ratio
of 3.3 of the total ”454” and ”434” changes (at temperature 2800K). The ratio in windows of large
movements is much lower than the total ratio and this is so for all temperatures. This means that
the ”434” changes despite their low abundances are more involved in large atomic movements.
Finally, we observe that although for most large movements, the atom that moved also dis-
played coordination changes, there are a few large movements in which the atom moved does not
experience coordination changes. At 2850 K, 90% large movement windows show coordination
changes, most of the ”454” and the ”434” types. We further observed that for those windows in
which O atom has moved significantly without undergoing coordination changes, one of its neigh-
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boring Si atoms also shows large movement and goes through some coordination change. Hence
some large movements may be a result of the neighbor’s movement rather than the coordination
change.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a system to automate the detection of large atomic jumps in
molecular dynamics simulations. The underlying algorithm employs methods from signal pro-
cessing and uses a regression model to distinguish different types of motions. Automated analysis
enables us to process massive amounts of simulation data to identify atomic activities that are rel-
evant to material properties but are elusive to manual analysis due to the sheer size of the data
need to be processed. Once the time intervals of such large movements are detected, the detail
analysis of atomic structural changes (such as bonding and coordination) can be performed. While
our automated analysis scheme is demonstrated for post processing of simulation outputs, it would
be interesting to do in-situ analysis, which is particularly desirable for very large atomic systems.
Performing data analysis while running simulations means that we do not need to save all simu-
lation data. For instance, only time windows in which potentially interesting atomic events occur
may be saved for further detailed analysis. In a real - time analysis scenario, one may run the
simulation for a certain time to obtain a sample of data and use this sample to estimate appropriate
mode parameters. Once the model is set up, the program can perform in-situ analysis. Moreover,
our approach is scalable and suitable for parallel implementation. The detection of large atomic
movements deals with atoms individually whereas the computation of structural changes as done
here in terms of coordination states processes small groups of atoms which lie within finite space
cutoff.
We have applied our automated analysis method to study the dynamical behavior of silica
liquid using first-principles MD simulation data sets consisting of up to 1.3 millions steps. The
detection of large jumps allows us to investigate the bond (coordination) changes that are more
closely connected with atomic movements. For silicon atoms there are more 454-type coordination
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changes (i.e. atom goes from a four-fold state to a five-fold state, and then comes back to the
four-fold state) than 434-type changes in the overall simulation, but during large jumps there are
almost equal amounts of 434 and 454-type coordination changes. Our analysis suggests that only
a small fraction of coordination changes contribute to large atomic movements and the 434-type
change may be more relevant than the 454-type. Similar observations were made with the oxygen
atoms. Our automated analysis system can play an important role in obtaining such observations
and insights, particularly, for the liquid phase at relatively low temperatures. The detection of
large atomic movements makes a lot of sense for dynamical systems like silica liquid studied here.
The dynamics in solid phases is generally extremely slow to capture any such large atomic jumps
during finite MD simulations that are currently feasible. However, defects and disorder in crystals
cause local structural distortions and they tend to enhance local mobility. Our approach is expected
to be applicable to such cases with appropriate thresholds on atomic displacements, bond length
distortions, bond-angle distortions, etc. defined relative to the corresponding system-wide mean
values.
The detection of large movements allows us to investigate the bond changes that are more
closely connected with atomic movements. We observe that, although for silicon atoms, there are
more ”454”-type coordination changes than ”434”-type changes in the overall simulation, during
large movements, there are equal amount of ”434” and ”454”-type changes. This suggests that
only a small fraction of coordination changes contribute to atomic move and the ”434”-type change
may be more important to atomic move than the ”454”-type. Similar observation is made with the
oxygen atoms. These observations can provide insights for deriving models of atomic diffusion.




Graph Mining and Pattern Discovery in
Atom Dynamics
4.1 Inroduction
In this chapter, we address the problem of discovering patterns in atomic dynamics for material
study. We propose an event graph to model the atomic activities. Different from atom graph,
the nodes in the event graph represent an event in the atomic dynamics. The edges in the graph
represent dependency relationships among the events. Patterns in the atomic dynamics can then
be mined as patterns in the event graph. This provides a tool for material scientists to identify
interesting connections of atomic activities that may be useful for modeling and predicting material
properties.
In many cases, event graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and the interesting patterns are
frequent subgraphs of the event graph. We propose a mining algorithm for discovering frequent
subgraphs in DAGs. The foundation of our algorithm is a canonical graph encoding that uses a
numbering scheme based on a modified version of the topological sort. Frequent subgraph mining
is a popular topic in data mining and many algorithms have been proposed [19, 35, 47, 49, 68,
73, 74, 77]. A large fraction of the existing algorithms uses a certain numbering scheme to build
a unique encoding of graphs that is resistant to isomorphism. For example, gSpan [73] uses a
DFS-based numbering. We choose topological sort based numbering because in the underlying
graph, the edges are used to model dependency relationships. Topological sort is a natural choice
in such setting as it respects the dependencies. To the best of our knowledge, our algorithm is the
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first to utilize topological sort in the numbering scheme for subgraph mining. We further extend
the topological ordering technique such that, we can have total order of all nodes in a given graph.
We also take advantage of the topological sort in generating candidate subgraphs during the
mining process. Our algorithm follows the approach of subgraph-growth in candidate generation.
However, the generation process is limited to a growth tree that has no duplication. The growth-
tree is designed using the topological-sort-based encoding. We show that each possible candidate is
explored once and only once on the growth tree. Hence the number of subgraphs that are examined
by our algorithm to see whether they are frequent is no more than that of any other algorithms based
on the subgraph-growth approach. We implemented and tested our algorithms on simulations of the
material silica (SiO2). The results show the potential of our mining technique for material-science
discoveries.
The main contributions of our work are:
• We proposed an event graph model for modeling atomic dynamics in material simulations
• We considered subgraph mining in DAGs and proposed a mining algorithm based on topo-
logical sorting. We show that there is no duplication in the candidate subgraphs examined
by our algorithm when searching for frequent subgraphs.
4.2 Event-Graph Model for Atom Dynamics
We describe our event-graph model in this section. We remark that the event-graph model and
the graph-mining algorithm proposed are both applicable to simulation data of different types of
materials and different types of atomic activities. However, in this section, we will focus on the
Silica (SiO2) liquid system [32] and examine the activities of bond forming and breaking between
the silicon and the oxygen atoms in the system.
Many materials studied by material scientists have regular or semi-regular structures. For ex-
ample, under a wide range of temperatures and pressures, the atoms (silicons and oxygens) in silica
form a tetrahedral structure. Each silicon atom is bonded with 4 oxygen atoms and each oxygen
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atom is bonded with 2 silicon atoms. Because the atoms undergo constant movements, this regular
structure is not always hold. Over time, bonds may form and may break. For a period of time, a
silicon atom may change its bond state from bonding with 4 oxygen atoms to 3. An oxygen atom
may change its bond state from 2 to 1. (We name these states by the number of bonds that the atom
has. If a silicon bonds with 4 oxygen atoms, we say it is in state 4.) Change of bond state happens
to all the atoms over time. And there are multiple possible bond state for both silicon and oxygen,
particularly when the material is under high temperature or high pressure.
Figure 4.1: A snapshot of the atoms and their bonds in the simulation of SiO 2 system. Silicon
atoms are represented by large spheres and the oxygen atoms are represented by small spheres.
Silicon atoms in regular bond state (bonding with 4 oxygen atoms) are colored in cyan and those
in non-regular bond state are colored blue. (There is one silicon atom in state 5.) Oxygen atoms
in regular bond state (bonding with 2 silicon atoms) are colored in yellow and those in non-regular
bond state are colored green. (There is one oxygen atom in state 3.)
Figure 4.1 shows an example structure of the silicon and the oxygen atoms in the material
SiO2. Silicon atoms are represented by large spheres and the oxygen atoms are represented by
small spheres. Silicon in regular bond state (bonding with 4 oxygen atoms) are colored in cyan
and those in non-regular bond state are colored blue. Oxygen atoms in regular bond state (bonding
with 2 silicon atoms) are colored in yellow and those in non-regular bond state are colored green.
Most silicon and oxygen atoms are in regular state and form tetrahedral structures. There is one
silicon atom in state 5 and one oxygen atom in state 3.
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Atomic dynamics involving change of bond state are studied intensively by material scientists.
This is because in many cases, the micro (atomic) level structure and activities determine the
macro-level properties of the materials. Often times, it is not an isolated activity (e.g., a single bond
state change) but a series of related activities that form the underlying mechanism determining a
particular material property.
For example, in silica, the atoms in the tetrahedral structure (state 4 silicon and state 2 oxygen)
are difficult to move. A state 3 (or in some cases state 5) silicon atom is more possible to move a
relatively large distance. The viscosity of the silica are thus related to atoms in non-regular bond
state. Observe that change of bond state involves two atoms. If a silicon atom goes from state 4 to
3, it looses one of its neighboring oxygen atom. Correspondingly that oxygen atom also looses one
silicon neighbor and therefore changes its state. There are multiple possible changes of state this
oxygen atom can experience. One is that it goes from state 3 to state 2 and the other is it goes from
state 2 to state 1. If the oxygen atom goes from 3 to 2, there must be a change of state (2 to 3) in
the past that led this atom to be in state 3. We say that the later change of state (3 to 2) is dependent
on the early change of state (2 to 3) as without the early one, the later one is not possible. (There
is a small technical detail in the definition of the dependency here. From a material science point
of view, changes that involve forming and then breaking the same bond are of little interest. For
two changes of state to be considered as dependent, we require that the bond formed in one change
of state be different from the bond broken in the other.) There can be more dependencies. The
early change of state (2 to 3) itself involves a silicon atom. This change of state may be dependent
on some other changes of state by that silicon atom in the past. In general, there may be a set of
interdependent changes of states that lead to situations in which the atoms are more likely to move
and hence contribute to the viscosity of the material. The patterns among such interdependent state
changes are thus of interest for material scientists when constructing models that can explain or
predict such property of silica liquid.
We use an event graph to model these atomic dynamics.An event graph can be represented as
G = (V,E), where V is a set of nodes E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges. Each node in V correspond
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to an event and the edges in E correspond to the dependency relationship between the events. (We
abuse names and use the term “node” and “event” interchangeably when describing event graphs.)
The edges of the graph are directed and the direction goes from an event to the other that it depends
on. The number of incoming and outgoing edges varies from problem to problem. In general, a
node in an event graph could have multiple incoming and outgoing edges. For the bond events,
there are at most two incoming edges and at most two outgoing edges. This is so because each
event involves only two atoms and the dependency is based on each atom’s current and previous
bond state. However, the event-graph model itself does not impose such limitation. The graph
model can be applied to other events in atomic dynamics where different numbers of incoming and
outgoing edges may arise.
The event graph has some properties:
1. The graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Because the dependency relationship between
two events are sequential in time (x dependent on y means x happens after y), the directed
graph is acyclic.
2. There is an order, based on the types of the events, among the out neighbors of each event.
An event in the event graph describes an occasion of bond forming or bond breaking. It involves
two atoms (a silicon and a oxygen in silica). Let S = {s1, s2, s3, ....} be the collection of silicon
atoms and O = {o1, o2, o3, ....} the collection of oxygen atoms. We denote by Cs the set of
possible changes of state that a silicon atom can undergo and Co the possible changes an oxygen
can undergo. Note that we can impose an order ≺cs on the elements in Cs (≺co for Co). Let
α1 = (i1, i2) and α2 = (j1, j2) be two state changes such that {α1, α2} ⊆ Cs then we can order
them as α1 ≺cs α2 if one of the following holds
i) i1 < j1 ii) i1 = j1 and i2 < j2
Suppose for silicon atoms, the set of changes of state we are interested in are {(3 to 4), (4 to 3),
(4 to 5), (5 to 4)}. They can be ordered by comparing the state before the change and if the states
are equal, the state after the change (e.g., (3 to 4) ≺cs (4 to 3) and (4 to 3) ≺cs (4 to 5)).
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An event is a five-tuple (s, o, cs, co, t) where s ∈ S and o ∈ O are the two atoms. cs ∈ Cs and
co ∈ Co are the changes of bond state happened to the two atoms in the event at time t. Although
each node in the graph can be uniquely identified by the two atoms involved in the event plus the
time when the event happened, what is more important to material scientist is the type of the nodes:
it is more interesting to find patterns such as a silicon atom goes to state 3 and then back to state
4 rather than identifying whether it’s silicon number 6 or silicon number 8 that goes through such
change of state. Therefore, we label each node in the graph by the type of the corresponding event.
The type of an event is a two-tuple (cs, co) ∈ Cs × Co. This gives the complete node set of the
event graph
V = {e : ∀e ∈ {(Cs, Co) ∈ Cs × Co}}
633
Si = 34 O = 12
1500
88
Si = 43 O = 32
1000
Figure 4.2: Detail structure of event (node).
Figure 4.2 is a subgraph, which shows the detail information of an event. Each event consist
of three rows of information. Top row is for unique identifier of the event. As we have discussed
earlier an event consists of two atoms which go under bond change, the middle row is for those
two atoms. Si = 34 and O = 12 denotes that Si atom went through (3 to 4) bond change and O
atom went through (1 to 2) bond change. The last row is the time stamp at which the corresponding
event occurred. In the figure node 633 is the source node and it is dependent on the node 88. In
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another word node 88 is causing the node 633 to happen. The figure also says that the Si atom
went from 4 to 3 coordination state at time stamp 1000 and then same Si atom went from 3 to 4
coordination state at time stamp 1500.
Note that in general, if both P and Q are ordered set, then an order can be established on the
set of the tuples in P ×Q. Given the orders for Cs and Co. A complete order on the types of event
can be obtained. We denote by x ≺t y if the the type x is before the type y in the order.
The atom dynamics concerning bond changes can be fully captured by the event-graph model.
Once an event graph is constructed for the atom dynamics of a particular material simulation, the
interdependent changes of bond state are the subgraphs in the event graph. We are interested in
the frequent subgraphs because they are the candidates for material scientists to exam in order
to identify atomic level mechanisms for predicting material properties. Two subgraphs will be
counted as two copies of the same subgraph if they are isomorphic, i.e., the types of events in the
two subgraphs are the same and the dependency relations among the events are the same too.
Often time, material scientist are interested in the patterns of atom dynamics that lead to a
particular type of events. Our subgraph mining focuses on this type of problems and considers
only subgraphs that has a single source node and the node is of a specified event type. In an event
graph, every node is causally dependent with each other. If there is a path from node a to node
b then we say b is causing a. We only consider such subgraphs where all nodes are causing the
source node. We call such subgraph a Restricted Dependency Subgraph (RDS)
Definition 2 Restricted Dependency Subgraph (RDS): A RDS is a single-source directed
acyclic graph. Let v0 be the only source node. For every node in the subgraph, there is a path
from v0 to that node in the subgraph. Let e(a → {n} → b) where n = {φ} ∪ {V }, gives the path
from node a to node b going through n different nodes. Then following condition is true in RDS
∀i : ∃e(v0 → n→ bi)
Problem Definition: Given an event graph of atom dynamics, an event type t, and a threshold
T , find all the RDS whose source node is of the type t and whose frequency is above the threshold.
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Formally, let σ(g, t) is the occurrence frequency of RDS g ∈ G with source node of type t. Now
Frequent RDS Mining is to find every subgraph g, such that σ(g, t) ≥ T .
4.3 Frequent Subgraph Mining
Extraction of useful information from data is known as data mining. With the increasing rate and
complexity of data, there is urgency in the development of data mining algorithms in big data.
Furthermore most of the data we find today are structured in nature. Hence, there exists a need to
develop tools which could mine such structural database. A graph, as a general data structure can
represent wide spectrum of data and also the complicated relations among them [5, 41].
Graphs are becoming important in modelling information which is making graph mining
equally essential research area within the domain of data mining. The field of study is focussed on
mining frequent subgraphs within the graph data sets. The research is mainly concentrated on: (i)
optimal way of generating candidate subgraphs (without generating duplicates) and (ii) best way
to identify the interesting frequent subgraphs in a computationally efficient way [5, 41].
Few popular research domain on graph mining are listed below:
• Frequent subgraph mining [20]
• Correlated graph pattern mining [43]
• Optimal graph pattern mining [72]
• Approximate graph pattern mining [44]
• Graph pattern summarization [71]
• Graph classification [36]
• Graph clustering [25]
• Graph indexing [63]
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• Graph searching [75]
• Graph kernels [28]
• Link mining [17]
• Web structure mining [46]
• Work-flow mining [27]



























Figure 4.3: Categorization of graph mining algorithms.
Frequent Subgraph Mining (FSM) is the integral part of graph mining. In FSM we find all the
frequent subgraphs from a given data set, whose occurrence counts are above a specified threshold.
The basic idea behind FSM is the candidate subgraphs generation in either a depth first or breadth
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first manner, and then identify if the candidate subgraphs are frequent enough to be considered
interesting. The three main research issues in FSM are thus how to efficiently and effectively (i)
generate the candidate frequent subgraphs and (ii) solve the graph isomorphic problem iii) count-
ing the frequency of subgraphs which are above threshold. Ideal candidate subgraph generation
requires that the generation of duplicates are avoided. Various encoding techniques are used to
identify isomorphic graphs followed by effective frequency counting of subgraphs. FSM, in many
respects, can be viewed as an extension of Frequent Itemset Mining (FIM) [7]. Therefore many
proposed techniques in FIM is applied in FSM. For example apriori based algorithms. Figure 4.3
shows the categorization of graph mining algorithm [5, 41].
4.3.1 Formalism of Frequent Subgraph Mining
Frequent subgraph mining techniques can be categorized into two categories: (i) Apriori-based
approaches, and (ii) pattern growth-based approaches. Apriori based share similar characteristics
with Association Rule Mining (ASM) [7]. The search is based on Breadth First Search (BFS) to
explore subgraphs in given database. It starts with the graph of small size and proceeds in bottom-
up manner. Therefore, before considering subgraphs of (k + 1) size, this approach has to first
consider all subgraphs of size k. Here different subgraphs of size k are combined to generate the
candidate subgraphs of size (k + 1). Consequently, large number of candidate subgraphs are gener-
ated. Therefore to avoid the overhead of apriori algorithm pattern growth approach algorithms have
been developed. The pattern-growth approach extends the frequent subgraph by adding one edge
in every possible position [51]. The distinction between two approaches is shown in Figure 4.4.
Canonical Representation
The most common way of representing a graph structure is by employing and adjacency matrix or
adjacency list. In an adjacency matrix row i and column j represent the vertex of graph and the
intersection of i and j represents edge(s) connecting vi and vj . The value of intersection < i, j >
indicates the number of edges between vi and vj . Although, the adjacency matrices is the most
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 Ø  Ø
a) Apriori b) Pattern-growth + DFS
Figure 4.4: Types of search space: apriori based and pattern growth based
popular way of representing a graph, it does not helps in isomorphism detection since a graph
can be represented in many different ways depending on how vertexes are enumerated [70]. To
identify isomorphic graph is it necessary to adopt a consistent labeling strategy that ensures no two
isomorphic graph are labeled in different ways. This is known as canonical labeling strategy [41].
Below are listed few canonical labeling strategies:
• Minimum DFS Code (M-DFSC).
• Canonical Adjacency Matrix (CAM).
• DFS Label Sequence (DFS-LS).
• Depth-Label Sequence (DLS).
• Breadth-First Canonical String (BFCS).
• Depth-First Canonical String (DFCS).




e(2) f(5) a(8) f(10)
a(3) b(6) d(7) c(11)
Figure 4.5: A labeled ordered tree T
Minimum DFS Code (M-DFSC) There are various way of DFS encoding. In every technique
each vertex is given a unique identifier generated from a DFS traversal. Each edge of the graph in
the DFS code is represented by a 5-tuple: (i, j, li, le, lj), where i and j are the vertex, li and lj are
the labels of vertex and le is the label for the edge. Using DFS lexicographic order, the MDFSC of
a graph g can be represented as the canonical labeling of g [73].
Given a graph G, Z(G) = Code(G, T ) | ∀T, T is a DFS tree for G, based of DFS lexicographic
order, the minimum one,min(Z(G)) is called the Minimum DFS code ofG. It is also the canonical
label of G [41, 73].
Canonical Adjacency Matrix (CAM) For a given adjacency matrix M of a graph g, encoding
of M can be generated by concatenating the lower (or upper) triangular entries of M , including
entries on the diagonal. The different permutation of the set of vertices corresponds to different
adjacency matrix, therefore CAM of g is defined as the maximal or minimal encoding [38, 41].
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DFS Label Sequence (DFS-LS) During a DFS traversal of labeled ordered tree T, the labels of
∀vi ∈ V are added to a string S. Whenever backtracking occurs, a unique symbol is added to S.
Those symbols can be -1 or $ or / [81]. The DFS-LS code for the example tree given in Figure 4.5
is represented as {abea$$$cf b$d$$a$$df c$$$} [41].
Depth-Label Sequence (DLS) During a DFS traversal of labeled ordered tree T, depth-label
pairs consisting the depth and label ∀vi ∈ V , (d(vi), l(vi)), are added to a string S. Now T can be
represented as the depth-label sequence which is given by S = {(d(v1), l(v1)), . . . , (d(vk), l(vk))}
[10]. The DLS code for the example tree given in Figure 4.5 is given as (0, a), (1, b), (2, e), (3, a),
(1, c), (2, f), (3, b), (3, d), (2, a), (1, d), (2, f), (3, c) [41].
Breadth-First Canonical String (BFCS) Given a labeled ordered tree T , every vertex label is
added to astring during a BFS traversal of T . A $ symbol is used to partition the siblings of a
node and a # represents the end of string encoding [18]. The BFCS of T is the lexicographically
minimal of these encoding. Therefore, the BFS string encoding of tree in Figure 4.5 is given as
a$bcd$e$f a$f$a$bd$$c#.
Depth-First Canonical String (DFCS) It is similar to BFCS but using DFS. Then minimal
encoding of labeled ordered tree T, is then the DFCS of T [18]. The DFS encoding of tree in
Figure 4.5 is given as abea$$$cfb$d$$a$$dfc$$$# [41].
Canonical Representation of Free Trees Trees with no root nodes are free trees. In this repre-
sentation, a unique vertex is selected as the root to construct a free tree. At first all leaf vertexes
and their incident edges are recursively removed until a single vertex is left. The remaining vertex
is called the center. A rooted unordered tree is obtained with the center as the root [41].
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Candidate Generation
Candidate generation is an essential phase in FSM. The primary focus on candidate generation
research is to be complete and generate less redundant candidate subgraphs as much as possi-
ble. Many frequent-subgraph mining algorithms run in iterations or use recursions. During each
iteration or recursion, it generates candidate subgraphs and then counts the frequencies of these
candidates. Only those whose frequency is above the threshold are used in candidate generation
for the next iteration. There are two approaches to generate candidate subgraphs: merging and
growth. In merging, two frequent subgraphs are merged to generate candidates. The growth ap-
proach starts with empty graph and generate candidate by grow the graph one edge at each step
[41].
Below are listed few strategies used in candidate generation [41]:
• Level-wise join.
• Rightmost path extension.
• Extension and join.
• Equivalence class based extension.
• Right-and-left tree join.
Level-wise join The level-wise join strategy was introduced by Kuramochi and Karypis (2001)
[47]. Here, two frequent k subgraphs which share the same (k - 1) subgraph, are merged to generate
a (k + 1) subgraph candidate. The common (k - 1) subgraph is the core for these two frequent k
subgraphs. The main problem with this strategy is that one k subgraph can have at most k different
(k - 1) subgraphs. Moreover, the joining operation produces many redundant candidates. Which
makes this approach highly inefficient. Later they solved this issue by limiting the (k - 1) subgraphs
to the two (k - 1) subgraphs with the smallest and the second smallest canonical labels. By using





Figure 4.6: Right most branch expansion.
Rightmost Path Extension Right most path extension is the most popular candidate generation
strategy. It generates (k + 1) subtrees by adding an edge to the Right Most Branch(RMB) of k
subtrees. In figure 4.6 RMB denotes the right most branch, which is the path from root φ to the
right most leaf (k-1). In tree generated by using Right Most Path extension, each node is a subtree
pattern. A node S is connected with another node T if and only if T is added to the RMB of S. Every
1-subtree is the right most expansion of root φ and every (k + 1)-subtree is the right most expansion
of k subtrees. Therefore all subtree patterns in the lattice can be enumerated by either Breadth First
Search of Depth First Search. The enumeration tree (enumeration DAG) formed by right most path
expansion is sometimes used to illustrate how a set of pattern is completely enumerated in search
problem [41]. The enumeration DAG have been used extensively in Association Rule Mining and
many Subtree Mining algorithm.
Extension and join The extension and join strategy was first introduced in [35]. It uses a BFCS
representation; where a leaf at the bottom level of a BFCF tree is referred as a leg [41]. For a node
Vn in an enumeration tree, if the height of the BFCF tree corresponding to Vn is assumed to be h
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the all child nodes of Vn can be generated by either of the following two operations:
1. Extension Operation: By adding a new edge at the bottom level of the BFCF tree which
produces a new BFCF with height h + 1.
2. Join Operation: By joining Vn with one of its sibling nodes, which yields a new BFCF with
height h.
Equivalence Class Based Extension Equivalence class based extension was first used in [82]
and is founded on a DFS-LS representation for trees. In this approach, a (k + 1)-subtree is generated
by joining two frequent k-subtrees of same equivalence class. Two k-subtrees T1, T2 are in the same
prefix equivalence class if they share the same encoding up to the (k - 1)-th vertex. Each member
of the class can be represented as a two tuple (l, p), where l is the k-th vertex label and p is the
depth-first position of the k-th vertexs parent. It is proved that all (k + 1)-subtrees with the prefix
of size (k - 1) can be generated by merging each pair of members of the same equivalent class
[41, 82].
Right-and-left Tree Join The right-and-left tree join strategy was proposed by Hido and Kawano
(2005). It basically uses the rightmost leaf and leftmost leaf of the tree to generate candidates in a
BFS manner [41].
Graph Isomorphism Detection
Graphs G = (VG, EG) and H = (VH , EH) are isomorphic if there is an bijective function F from
VG to VH such that for all nodes u and v in VG ,
(u, v) ∈ EG if and only if (F (u), F (v)) ∈ EH (4.1)
Informally, if two graphs G and H are isomorphic then the nodes of one graph can be rear-
ranged (without deleting or adding any edges), so that two graphs are identical, without consid-










Figure 4.7: Example of two isomorphic graphs.
proof is known yet. Every algorithm known yet are exponential. If two graphs are isomorphic they
must have,
• the same number of vertices
• the same number of edges
• the same degrees for corresponding vertices
• the same number of connected components
• the same number of loops
• the same number of parallel edges.
Also, if both graphs are connected/not connected and if one graph has a pair of connected
vertices then other graph must have the corresponding pair of vertices connected for them to be
isomorphic graphs. In general it is easier to prove any two graphs are not isomorphic. Therefore if
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we could fail one of above mentioned properties then the given graph won’t be isomorphic. Sub-
graph isomorphism detection is fundamental to FSM. There are significant number of algorithms
developed which are all focussed on reducing computational overhead associated with subgraph
isomorphism detection. In figure 4.7 we can see two graphs which are exactly the same but have
different orientation of vertices and edges. They are isomorphic graphs. Subgraph isomorphism
detection techniques are broadly categorized in to: exact matching and error tolerant matching.
Most FSM algorithms use exact matching techniques. Ullman and Nauty are popular exact match-
ing algorithms [41].
Frequency Counting
There are two different problem in FSM : i) graph transaction based FSM ii) single graph based
FSM [41]. In graph transaction based FSM input data consists of collection of graphs. A subgraph
g is considered to be frequent if it’s count is greater than certain threshold. The count of subgraph
is usually referred as support. The support of g is counted using two different approach, either
transaction based counting or occurrence based counting. Transaction based counting can only be
used in graph transaction based FSM where as occurrence based counting can used in both graph
transaction and single graph based FSM, although it is typically used in single graph based FSM
[41].
In transaction-based counting the support is calculated by counting the occurrence of g per
transaction. We only count one per transaction regardless of whether g occurs one or more than
once per graph transaction. In a given database G = {G1, G2, , GT} consisting of a set of graph
transactions, and a support threshold σ(0 < σ ≤ 1); then the set of graph transactions where a
subgraph g occurs is defined by δG(g) = Gi|g ⊆ Gi. Thus, the support of g is defined as:
supG(g) =| δG(g) | /T (4.2)
where | δG(g) | is the cardinality of δG(g) and T =| G |. Thus, if supG(g) ≥ σ then g is
considered as frequent subgraph. In occurrence we simply count the frequency of g in G [41].
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4.3.2 Frequent Subgraph Mining Algorithms
Frequent subgraph mining (FGM) algorithm has several application in chemical informatics and
biological network analysis. Since subgraph isomorphism is a NP-complete problem, a significant
amount of research has been directed to effective candidate generation strategy. The method em-
ployed for the candidate generation is the most distinguishing factor of all the FGM algorithms.
For the discussion purpose, in this section FGM algorithms are classified in to i) general purpose
and ii) pattern dependent FGM. The difference between the two approach is that in the later case
the nature of application domain drives the nature of subgraph we mine. They are specialized and
limited in nature. [41].
General Purpose Frequent Subgraph Mining
In this section we will discuss the general purpose frequent subgraph mining in terms of inexact
and exact matching.
Inexact FGM Inexact FGM employs an approximate approach to compare the similarity be-
tween two graphs. Any two graphs do not need to be entirely same to contribute to the support
count. Inexact FGM algorithms do not guarantee to be complete but bring some efficiency gain
during computation. There are only few examples of inexact FGM. However, the most frequently
quoted inexact FGM algorithm in literature is SUBDUE [45]. SUBDUE uses minimum descrip-
tion length method to compress the graph data and beam search method to restrict the search space.
It shows good results in image analysis and CAD circuit analysis. However, the scalability of the
algorithm is an issue i.e. the runtime of algorithm increases exponentially with the graph size [41].
Exact FGM Exact FGM algorithms are more specific and common than inexact FGM algo-
rithms. They can be applied to both graph transaction based and single graph based mining. FGM
algorithm are complete and guaranteed to find all the frequent subgraphs, however in the expense
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of efficiency of algorithm. Such algorithm performs efficiently only on sparse graph data sets. Due
to this completeness restriction, they undergo expensive subgraph isomorphism comparison [41].
Exact FGM algorithms can be broadly categorized in terms of traversing strategy: i) BFS
based and ii) DFS based. BFS based algorithms are more efficient because it allows the pruning of
infrequent subgraphs in early stage of FGM process, however it costs high I/O and memory usage.
In Association Rule Mining algorithm, such as Apriori [38], BFS strategy is used. Here (k + 1)
subgraph can only be frequent if its immediate parent k subgraph is frequent. BFS make sure that
complete set of candidates of size k is processed before moving to (k + 1) candidates [41].
FGM algorithm that employs DFS strategy, uses less memory as they traverse the lattice in
DFS manner [41]. gSpan is arguably the most cited FGM algorithm which uses DFS strategy. It
uses canonical representation, M-DFSC to uniquely represent each subgraph. The algorithm uses
DFS lexicographic ordering. It uses right most path extension method to construct a tree like lattice
structure where each node is a frequent subgraph. The (k + 1) subgraphs in the tree are generated
by one edge expansion from the k-th level of the tree. The search tree is traversed in DFS manner
and all subgraphs without minimal DFS codes are pruned [41].
Pattern Dependent Frequent Subgraph Mining
Mostly users are interested in a certain specific type of patterns i.e. some subset of the set of all
frequent subgraphs. Such special patterns are mined according to their topology. Pattern dependent
FGM algorithms can be categorized according to the nature of pattern of subgraphs which we are
mining: i) relational patterns ii) maximal and closed pattern and iii) cliques [41].
Relational Pattern Mining Relational graphs are widely used in modeling large scale networks
i.e. biological or social networks. Relation pattern mining has three important features which
differentiate it from general purpose FGM algorithms: i) vertex has distinct labels, ii) very large
graph data sets and iii) graph has certain connectivity constraints. Thus relational graph mining
is focussed on identifying all frequent sub graph with certain connectivity constraint [41, 76].
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CLOSECUT is one of the most popular relational pattern mining algorithm. It is directed at min-
ing closed frequent subgraphs with connectivity constraints. CLOSECUT uses pattern growth
approach to integrate connectivity constraints and uses graph condensation and decomposition
techniques [41, 76].
Mining Maximal and Closed Patterns The frequency of frequent subgraphs increases exponen-
tially with the size of the graph. For a frequent k-graph, the number of its frequent subgraph can
scale up to 2k. Therefore, maximal and closed FGM approaches have been proposed to constraint
the number of candidate frequent subgraphs [41]. Let MFS denotes the set of maximal frequent
subgraphs, CFS the set of closed frequent subgraphs and FS the set of all frequent subgraphs in the
graph database then MFS ⊆ CFS ⊆ FS.
Let MFS = g | g ∈ FS ∧ ¬(∃h ∈ FS ∧ g ⊂ h).
The objective of maximal frequent subgraph mining is to find all graph patterns that belong to
MFS. Two example of maximal FGM algorithms are SPIN and MARGIN.
Let CFS = g | g ∈ FS ∧ ¬(∃h ∈ FS ∧ g ⊂ h ∧ sup(g) = sup(h)).
The aim of closed frequent subgraph mining is to find all patterns that belong to CFS. CLOSE-
CUT and SPLAT are two examples of closed FGM algorithms [41].
Mining Cliques Clique is an important concept in graph theory. It is defines as a graph where
every vertex is adjacent to every other vertices. Recently it has been found that discovering frequent
cliques has several application in domain such as communication, finance and bio-informatics.
CLAN [69] is a FGM algorithm which mines cliques. It is directed at mining frequent closed
cliques from large dense graph database. The algorithm uses the properties of the clique to mine the
frequent structure or sub clique using isomorphism testing by employing canonical representation
of a clique [41, 69].
In this frequent subgraph mining section, we have presented the overview on frequent subgraph
mining process which are most commonly referred to in the literature. With reference to the
literature, various mining strategies have been presented with respect to different kind of graphs.
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We explained in brief about the three most important area in frequent subgraph mining: i) encoding
strategy ii) candidate generation strategy and iii) approach to frequency counting [41].







Figure 4.8: A digraph example for topological sort.
Candidate generation and graph isomorphism are the two main aspects of every sub graph
mining algorithms. Here we have incorporated topological sort based encoding to address those
problems. We call it topological ordering. Lets first discuss about topological sorting in brief
before moving forward with topological ordering.
Topological sort is a process of assigning a linear ordering to the vertices of a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) so that if there is an ar from vertex i to vertex j, the i appears before j in the linear
ordering.
A topological sorting of Figure 4.8 can be B, A, D, C, E. There could be several topological
sorts for a given DAG. A topological ordering is possible if and only if the graph has no directed
cycles. Every DAG has at least one topological ordering. Topological sorting problem can be
solved in linear time. Algorithm 2 gives the pseudocode for topological sorting.
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Algorithm 2 Topological Sort
L← Empty list that will contain the sorted elements
S ← Set of all nodes with no incoming edge
while S is not empty do
remove a node n from S
add n to tail of L
for each node m with an edge e from n to m do
remove edge e from the graph
if m has no other incoming edges then




if graph has edges then
return error (graph has at least one cycle)
else
return L (a topologically sorted order)
end if
As we have discussed eariler we are mining a specific type of subgraph Restricted Dependency
Subgraph (RDS) and the graph we are mining on is a directed acyclic graph. Topological encoding
has two major advantages over any encoding techniques in this scenario.
1. Avoiding the generation of duplicate candidate subgraphs:
We developed a canonical encoding sequence TSCode which avoids the generation of dupli-
cate candidates subgraphs. This process is explained in details in section Canonical Encod-





Figure 4.9: Example graph which is not a RDS.
2. Restricting the search space to only generate Restricted Dependency Subgraph (RDS):
As per the definition of RDS, there should be a path from source node v0 to every other node
in the subgraph. If we generate any candidate as shown in Figure 4.9, such candidate should
be avoided since the node α is not contributing to source node v0. and also there is no path
from v0 to α. The TS-growth path of figure is v0, v1, v2, α but according to the TSCode, node
α should come before v2. Therefore this will avoid the generation of such subgraphs.
4.4.2 Canonical Encoding of Directed Acyclic Graphs Using Topological Sorting
Our encoding of graphs is based on topological sort. A DAG defines a partial order and topological
sort can extend the partial order into a total order (numbering). We choose topological sort because
the graphs we consider models dependency relationship and numbering by topological sort respects
such relationship. While growing subgraph as discussed in section B, we don’t grow the subgraphs
which are not RDS. Topological ordering automatically eliminates such subgraphs where a node
has no contribution to the root. Figure 4.10 shows the numbering of an example graph by BFS,
DFS, and Topological Sorting.
To obtain the encoding of a graph, we first use topological sort to give each node in the graph





















Figure 4.10: Numbering by BFS, DFS, and Topological Sorting. Numbering by topological agrees
better with the dependencies between the nodes.
employed by our encoding is a modified version of the standard algorithm. When extending a DAG
into a total order, the standard topological sort does not ensure unique numbering, i.e., two isomor-
phic graph may lead to two different numbering because of the difference in the representations
of the graphs. Our modification imposes an order to ensure an unique numbering when multiple
nodes are free to be numbered.
Algorithm 3 gives the detailed algorithm for assigning the TSIDs. It takes as input an RDS
graph with the source v0 and outputs the TSIDs of the nodes in the graph.
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Algorithm 3 Topo Numbering
k ← 0
add v0 to the priorityqueue S
while S is not empty do
remove the first element n of S
give n the ID number k
k ← k + 1
for each node m with an edge e from n to m do
remove edge e from the graph
if m has no other incoming edges then
insert m into S




Suppose n and m are two nodes. Let IN(x) be the in neighborhood of x. Assume nodes in
IN(n) and IN(m) are already numbered. Let min(V ) be the minimum ID number among the
nodes in V . Let type(x) be the type of the node. We define the following order on the nodes:
n ≺n m if min(IN(n)) < min(IN(m))
n ≺n m if min(IN(n)) = min(IN(m)), type(n) ≺t type(m) (4.3)
In figure 4.11 lets assume type(v1)< type(v2) then by following the standard topological order-
ing rule, we can order the nodes from figure 4.11 in four different ways: v0v1v2v3v4, v0v2v1v3v4,
v0v1v2v4v3, v0v2v1v4v3. This is because topological ordering does not provide total ordering. When
we apply our modified topo ordering to the same graph we get a single and complete ordering of





Figure 4.11: Example graph to demonstrate topological ordering.
After obtaining the TSID for each node in the graph, we encode each edge as a 4-tuple
(i, j, ti, tj) where i and j are the TSID of the two end nodes. The edge is directed. i is the
node where the edge points to and j is the node where the edge points from. And ti and tj are the
types of the two nodes.
The whole graph is encoded by the the sequence of the edge codes, each corresponds to an edge
in the graph. Our canonical encoding is then the sorted sequence of the edge codes. Intuitively, to
sort the edges (codes), we compare the TSID of the head of the edges (the node pointed to by the
edge) first. The edges that go into a node with larger TSID always appears behind edges that go
into a node with smaller TSID. In particular, the edges going into the node with the largest TSID
are at the end of the sequence. If two edges has the same head (going into the same node), they
are compared by the TSIDs of their tails (the nodes they going out from). If the TSIDs of both the
head and the tail are the same, the types of the nodes are compared. Formally, let x and y be two
edge codes, we say
x ≺ec y if x[i] ≺ y[i] and ∀j < i, x[i] = y[j] (4.4)
We call the canonical code for a graph the TSCode of the graph.
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Depth First Search Encoding (DFSCode) and Topological Encoding (TSCode)
In this section we will discuss about the difference between Depth First Search Encoding and
Topological Encoding techniques. DFSCode encoding is one of the mostly used encoding tech-
nique in frequent subgraph mining area. It is similar to TSCode encoding technique but differs in
the way graph is traversed. DFSCode encoding scheme uses DFS to provide the unique identifier
to the nodes. Lets take an example of graph in figure 4.11. In the figure lets assume the name
of node is also the type of corresponding nodes. With DFS encoding, then ordering of nodes will
be v0v1v4v2v3. We can assign serial number for this ordering as v0 - 0, v1 - 1, v4 - 2, v2 - 3, v3 -
4. After getting this order we can encode each edges of the graph as a 4-tuple (i, j, ti, tj) same as
in TSCode. Now with the help of equation 4.4 we can sort these edge encoding as: (0, 1, v0, v1),
(0, 3, v0, v2), (1, 2, v1, v4), (3, 2, v2, v4), (3, 4, v2, v3).
Now using topological ordering as we have discussed earlier, we can order the nodes of same
graph as v0v1v2v3v4. The serial number assigned to these nodes will be v0 - 0, v1 - 1, v2 - 2, v3 - 3,
v4 - 4. Using the same equation 4.4 we can order the edge encoding as: (0, 1, v0, v1), (0, 2, v0, v2),
(1, 4, v1, v4), (2, 3, v2, v3), (2, 4, v2, v4).
In terms of encoding process, we can’t much difference but as we discussed in section
Topological-Sorting Based Frequent Subgraph Mining, TSCode has much more advantages in
candidate generation process.
Theorem 4.4.1 Two single-source directed acyclic graphs are isomorphic iff the two graphs have
the same TSCode.
Proof. Consider two isomorphic single-source directed acyclic graphs. After apply algorithm 3,
the corresponding nodes in the two graphs will be numbered the same. Then the corresponding
edges in the two graphs will have the same encoding. This lead to the same TSCode for the two
graphs.
Conversely, suppose two graphs have the same TSCode. We relabel the nodes in the two graphs
according to their TSID in the TSCode respectively. Because the TSCode specifies the edges in
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the two graphs, the same TSCode specifies the same set of edges for the two graphs. Therefore,
they are isomorphic. ut
4.4.3 Mining with Duplication-Free Subgraph Growth
Many frequent-subgraph mining algorithms run in iterations or use recursions. During each itera-
tion or recursion, it generates candidate subgraphs and then counts the frequencies of these candi-
dates. Only those whose frequency is above the threshold are used in candidate generation for the
next iteration. There are two approaches to generate candidate subgraphs: merging and growth. In
merging, two frequent subgraphs are merged to generate candidates. The growth approach starts
with empty graph and generate candidate by grow the graph one edge at each step.
The exploration of the candidate subgraphs performed by the growth approach can be illus-
trated by a growth tree. The tree is rooted at the empty graph. The childrens of the root are the
subgraphs that contain only one edge. Each children in turn gives rise to their own children, which
are subgraphs of two edges derived by adding one edge to their parents. Such growth continues
until each path of growth reach the full graph. The growth tree is directed and if a subgraph G′ is
the result of growing another subgraph G by an edge, G is the direct predecessor of G′ and G′ is
the direct successor of G.
Figure 4.12 shows an example (incomplete) growth tree. The nodes in the growth tree are
subgraphs of the original graph. If a graph G′ is derived by growing one edge from the graph
G, there is an edge in the growing tree pointing from G to G′. A growth path for generating a
candidate subgraph is the path in the growth tree that goes from the root of the tree to the node that
corresponding to that subgraph. For example, in the figure, 1→ 2→ 4→ 7→ 10 is a growth path
that lead to the full original graph and 1→ 2→ 4→ 6 is a growth path leading to the subgraph at
node 6.
The problem with the growth approach is that the same subgraph can be reached by different
path of growth. The growth tree has duplication nodes, i.e., the nodes that correspond to the same






































Figure 4.12: An incomplete growth tree. The nodes in the growth tree are subgraphs of the original
graph. If there a graph G′ is derived by growing one edge to the graph G, there is an edge in the
growing tree pointing from G to G′. There are duplications in the tree, i.e., nodes corresponding to
same graphs (e.g., nodes 7 and 8). A efficient mining algorithm is required to ignore the duplica-
tions. When explore the growth tree, our algorithm eliminate the two duplicate nodes as indicated
here.
work. And a good mining algorithm that uses the growth approach needs a strategy which can
ensure that it generates candidate only for the part of the growth tree that is not a duplication.
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Our mining algorithm uses the growth approach. It explores the growth tree and generates
candidate following paths we call the TS-growth path. The TS-growth path ensures that there is no
duplication among the candidates generated by our algorithm.
Definition 3 TS-growth path: A TS-growth path is a grow path such that for every node Gs and
its direct successor Gs+1 on the path (Gs grows into Gs+1 by adding an edge e), if we calculate the
TSCode of Gs+1 and a path-derived code for Gs+1, the two codes are the same. The path-derived
code for Gs+1 is obtained by appending, to the end of the TSCode of Gs, a path-derived encoding
of the edge e. The path-derived encoding of e is constructed as follows: If Gs and Gs+1 have the
same number of nodes, the path-derived code of e is constructed in a regular way where the ends
of e use their TSIDs from Gs. If edge e adds a new node, the end of e that is in Gs still uses its
TSID from Gs in the construction of the path-derived edge code and the other end (the new node)
uses a path-derived ID whose value is the number of nodes in Gs plus one.
As an example, we consider the nodes 5 and 8 in Figure 4.12 The growth path from the root to
node 5 is a TS-growth path. However, extending it to node 8 will not result in a TS-growth path.
After adding the edge (a, b), to calculate the path-derived code for the edge, the vertex a uses its
TSID from the subgraph in node 5 (the value is 1) and the vertex b get a path-derived ID whose
value will be 4 (the number of vertices in the subgraph in node 5 plus 1, 3+1 = 4). On the other
hand, if we run Algorithm 3 on the subgraph in node 8, the vertex b will receive a TSID 2. Since
the TSID of vertex b is different from its path-derived ID, the TSCode of the subgraph in node 8
is different from its path-derived code too. Therefore, extending the growth-path from node 5 to
node 8 will not result in a TS-growth path. Our algorithm, which follows only TS-growth path,
will not visit node 8.
The detail of our subgraph mining algorithm is given in Algorithm 4. Let G be the event graph
andR be the set of nodes in the event graph that are of a specified type and T a frequency threshold.
The algorithm finds all the frequent RDS subgraphs and collect them in the set F .
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Algorithm 4 ToPo Mining
for v ∈ R do
for each edge e that goes from v and has occurred more than T times do
create a subgraph of edge e and add it to the set F
end for
end for
for each subgraph Gs ∈ F do
for each edge e ∈ G from n to m and n ∈ Gs but e 6∈ Gs do
create a subgraph Gse including Gs and e
calculate the path-derived code of Gse following the process given in Definition 3.
calculate the TSCode of Gse
if the TSCode of Gse is the same as its path derived code then
if the occurrence count of Gse is above T then





Theorem 4.4.2 Algorithm 4 generates candidate for each RDS subgraph once and only once.
Proof. Because Algorithm 4 grows subgraphs following the TS-growth path. To prove the theo-
rem, we only need to show that for any RDS subgraph, there is one and only one TS-growth path
leading to S.
Clearly, there is a TS-growth path leading to each RDS subgraph of size one edge. Assume all
the RDS subgraph of size k edges has a TS-growth path. We show that every RDS subgraph of
size k+ 1 has a TS-growth path. Let Gk+1 be such an RDS subgraph and c = {ec1, ec2, . . . eck+1}
be the TSCode of Gk+1 where eci is the code for the edges in Gk+1. Consider the graph Gk derived
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by remove the edge whose edge code corresponds to eck+1. Gk has k edges and therefore there
is a TS-growth path P from the root of the growth tree to Gk. Furthermore, the TSCode of Gk
is exactly {ec1, ec2, . . . eck}. By appending eck+1 to the TSCode of Gk, we obtain the TSCode
of Gk+1. Following the definition of TS-growth path, the path P plus Gk growing into Gk+1 is a
TS-growth path from the root to Gk+1.
We now consider the uniqueness of the TS-growth path. Suppose there are two nodes in the
growth tree Gs and Gs′ that are isomorphic. Then the TSCode of Gs is the same as the TSCode of
Gs′ . Assume there is a TS-growth path P going from the root to Gs and there is another path P ′
going to Gs′ . We examine the nodes on the two paths backwards starting from Gs and Gs′ one at a
time. If all the corresponding node on the two paths have the same TSCode, then the two paths are
exactly the same. For the two paths to be different, there is at least one node on P that has different
TSCode than the corresponding one on P ′. Let Gd be the first node on P (coming for Gs) that
has a different TSCode than that of the corresponding node Gd′ on P ′. Gd and Gd′ are different
subgraphs. But the direct successor of Gd is isomorphic to the direct successor of Gd′ and the two
have the same TSCode. Recall by definition, the TSCode of the direct successor on a TS-growth
path is obtained by appending the edge code to the TSCode of the direct predecessor. Since the
two direct predecessors have different TSCodes, it is not possible to obtain the same TSCode by
appending edge code. ut
There are two implications from Theorem 4.4.2. First, it shows that Algorithm 4 correctly
mines frequent subgraphs as it explores all the RDS subgraphs and count their frequencies. The
algorithm does not omit any RDS subgraphs in its exploration. Second, the amount of exploration
on the growth tree performed by Algorithm 4 is no more than any other growth-based mining
algorithm. since it does not explore any of the repeated nodes on the growth tree.
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4.5 Experiment Results
We used data from parallel first-principles molecular dyamics (FPMD) simulations of silica liquid
to test our algorithm. The supercell used in the simulations consisted of 72 atoms. The atomic
positions in liquid phase are strongly correlated but without any long-range order, and are con-
stanly changing with time. Data from simulations for 3 different temperatures (3000K, 3500K and
4000K) are considered. The simulation runs ranged from a couple of hundred thousands of FPMD
steps (at high temperature) to little more than one million steps (at the low temperature). The time
step of 1 femtosecond was used in the simulation. Note that the simulations are discrete in both
space and time. All experiments of ToPoMine are done on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 @2.80 GHz
PC with 4 GB of main memory running 64 bit Windows 7.
For simulation data of each temperature, an event graph was constructed. We ran our mining
algorithm on the event graph. A subset of events of the same type were chosen as the starting points
for growing the subgraphs. We varied the settings to mine subgraphs starting from different type
of events, subgraphs of different size, and used different threshold in defining frequent subgraphs.
Figure 4.13 shows some subgraph discovered from the SiO2 simulation data. Each node in a graph
represents a bond event. We label the node by the type of the corresponding event. For example,
the label [5432] means a silicon atom changes bond state from 5 to 4 and the corresponding oxygen
atom changes bond state from 3 to 2. If an event x is dependent on another event y, x is drew above
y. If the dependency is due to a silicon atom, the edge going to y is an arrow pointing down and
to the left. If the dependency is due to an oxygen atom. the edge going to y is an arrow pointing
down and to the right. As expected, we observe the trend that bigger graphs have smaller frequent.
And the event graphs are not always a tree (e.g., graph (e) is not a directed tree.).
The base version of our algorithm takes a threshold T and mines all subgraphs that are above
the threshold. We modified our algorithm to discover the most frequent subgraphs for different
subgraph sizes and different simulation temperatures. Figure 4.14 gives such frequent subgraphs.
The rows corresponds to different graph sizes and within each row, we list the most frequent



































Figure 4.13: A few example subgraphs discovered in the SiO2 atom dynamics from simulation
using our algorithm. Each node represents a bond event and is labeled by the type of the event.
For example, the label [5432] means a silicon atom changes bond state from 5 to 4 and the corre-
sponding oxygen atom changes bond state from 3 to 2. If an event x is dependent on another event
y, x is drew above y. If the dependency is due to a silicon atom, the edge going to y is an arrow
pointing down and to the left. If the dependency is due to an oxygen atom. the edge going to y
is an arrow pointing down and to the right. We observe the trend that bigger graphs have smaller
frequent.
subgraph of size 4 (edges) in the event graph for simulation at temperature 4000K. There are
90 subgraphs of this type in the event graph. Note that the number of counts for the subgraphs







(a) Frequency = 190



























(b) Frequency = 380
           Temperature = 3.5K
(c) Frequency = 1350
       Temperature = 4K
(d) Frequency = 32
          Temperature = 3K
(e) Frequency = 164
           Temperature = 3.5K
(f) Frequency = 290
       Temperature = 4K
(g) Frequency = 12
          Temperature = 3K
(h) Frequency = 56
           Temperature = 3.5K
(i) Frequency = 90
       Temperature = 4K
Figure 4.14: Frequent subgraphs mined by our algorithm. The rows corresponds to different graph
sizes and within each row, we list the most frequent subgraph for simulation under different temper-
atures. For example, graph (a) is the most frequent subgraph of size 2 (edges) in the event graph for
simulation at temperature 3000K. There are 190 subgraphs of this type in the event graph that cov-
ers 1 million times steps of simulation. Note that the number of counts for the subgraphs increases
along with the simulation temperature. We also observe that when only small size subgraphs are
considered, the most frequent subgraph is the same graph for all simulation temperatures. When
larger subgraphs are considered, the most frequent subgraph is different for different temperatures.
there are more bond events and hence the count of the frequent subgraphs increase. We also observe
that when only small size subgraphs are considered, the most frequent subgraph is the same for

















(d) Frequency = 12 (f) Frequency = 12(e) Frequency = 7
5432
4523 4523
Figure 4.15: Frequent subgraphs mined by ToPoMine during large atomic movements and regular
movements. Figure (a), (b) and (c) are for the regular movements and Figure (d), (e) and (f) are for
large movements. Subgraphs in each column are of same type.
different for different temperatures. This is so for the particular simulations used in our experiment.
More simulation data are needed to verify whether this is a general trend.
Provided the atom movements, particularly large atomic displacements are connected to the
diffusive property of the materials. But all atoms contained in supercell do not show large move-
ment even in liquid phase. Very few atoms show such behavior. When an atom undergoes large
displacement, we categorize them as two types of motion i) continuous flowing motion: atom
moves gradually making small step each time. ii) discrete hopping motion: atom makes few large
jumps that accounts for almost the total distance travelled by it. We found that about 80% of large
displacement is caused by discrete hopping motion. We mined all the atoms that undergoes dis-
crete hopping motion and the time windows where they showed such movements with the help of
algorithm presented in previous chapter. We denote such set of atoms by A = {a1, a2, a3, ...} and
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each a ∈ A has its own set of big move time windows denoted by t = {t1, t2, t3, ...}. We then
mined all RDS, in those big moved time windows whose frequency were above threshold value.
For the material scientists, mining the types of events which are responsible for large atomic
displacements is of great interest. Here by combining ToPoMine and large movement mining
algorithm, we move one step ahead. We not only mine the type of events but the chain of events
that lead to the root event which caused large atomic displacement. These chain of events are the
subgraphs which are associated with such movements. While mining such subgraphs we only take
those events as a root which have atoms from set A. We denote such set of event as Vl ⊆ V .
This gives us two different set of events: i) entire set of events in graph G(V,E). i.e V and the
set of all subgraphs rooted at V be g. ii) set of events responsible for discrete hopping motion i.e
Vl and the set of all subgraphs rooted at Vl be gl . We mined these two different set of subgraphs
and recorded the top 10% frequent subgraphs. We did not find any different types of subgraphs
in these two sets. But the interesting result to notice is that the percentage of some subgraphs
in gl with respect to same type of graph present in g was considerably higher. This shows the
contribution of some subgraphs for discrete hopping motion is higher than others. Figure 4.15
shows some examples of subgraphs which are associated with such movements. Figure 4.15 (a), (b)
and (c) are frequent subgraphs for regular movement and (d), (e) and (f) are the frequent subgraphs
for large movements. Both are at temperature 3000K. Here we have shown three different types
of subgraphs: type (a)-(d), type (b)-(e) and type (c)-(f). This results shows that about 14.6%
subgraphs of type (c)-(f) are contributing for the large movements where as only 5.9% and 8.13%
subgraphs of type (a)-(d) and type (b)-(e) respectively are contributing for large moves. Hence the
type (c)-(f) is the major cause for event type 3423.
In figure 4.16, we have shown the performance analysis of ToPoMine. Figure 4.16 (a) and 4.16
(b) are the plots for time and space vs number of nodes in graph respectively. With the increasing
graph size, the runtime increases linearly. It is an inherent result since the running time of the
algorithm depends on frequency and size of subgraphs grown from the root nodes. They both




























































Figure 4.16: Performance analysis of ToPoMine. In both Figure (a) and (b) X-axis is the number
of nodes in given event graph. Y-axis in Figure (a) is the running time and in Figure (b) it is the
space occupied by the program in main memory. In Figure (c) X-axis is the number of iterations
and Y-axis is the number of candidate subgraphs generated in each iteration.
the data size. We also tried to understand why ToPoMine is efficient for event graphs. After
analyzing the structure of data and discovered frequent subgraphs, we find that it has lots of tree-
like structures. Therefore it reduces the search space more efficiently. Figure 4.16 (c) shows the
result for number of candidate subgraphs generated in each iteration. At iteration 0 (i.e. before
running ToPoMine), we select nodes of specific type. In next iteration when we add an edge to
the initial nodes, multiple one edge subgraphs is generated from a single node. That is why in
first iteration number of candidate subgraphs is increased and then start to decrease exponentially.
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With every iteration the size of subgraph is increased by one edge and since the number of frequent
subgraphs is sensitive to the size of subgraph we are mining, we see the exponential decrease in
number of candidate subgraphs in every subsequent iterations.
4.6 Related Work
Frequent subgraph mining is a popular topic in data mining and has been considered by a lot
of work. Many algorithms have be proposed, including GSpan [73], Gaston [55], TSP [33],
MOFA [16] as a few examples. In most cases, the difference between different algorithms lies
on designs to perform the following two tasks: 1) how to encode the graphs in a unique way that
is resistant to isomorphism and 2) how to enumerate the candidate subgraphs that may be of high
frequency.
A popular approach to encode the graph is to use the deepth-first search (DFS) based order-
ing [10, 73, 80]). Our algorithm uses an encoding based on topological sorting. Topological sorting
is a natural choice for the problem considered in this chapter because the graphs are derived from
dependency relationships among events. Particularly when a dependency relationship also means
ordering in time, topological sorting assigns closer numbers to events closer in time.
There are two main approaches for enumerating candidate subgraphs: merging(e.g.,
FFSM [35], GREW [48], HSIGRAM [49]) and growth (e.g., GSpan [73], TSP [33], MOFA [16]).
In both approaches, duplication elimination is a key to efficient enumeration. Our algorithms dif-
fers from the existing ones by employ an enumeration based TS-growth paths. This enumeration
is duplication free.
A few work has considered subgraph mining in directed graphs. mSpan [53] analyzed a finan-
cial network by modeling it as a directed weighted graph. FP-growth is used to obtain a unique
graph encoding. We consider a different type of directed graphs and application scenario in this
chapter. We also use a different encoding scheme that is suitable to our application scenario.
Finally, several work has explored the application of frequent subgraph mining for chemical
and biological discoveries involving large molecules[16, 55]. We consider a different problem in
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this chapter where not the structure of but the dynamics of the atoms are important. Our event
model is different from the atom graphs used previously for modeling molecules.
4.7 Conclusion
We consider the problem of pattern discovery in atom dynamics from material simulations in this
chapter. For many types of material under study, atomic level activities determines macroscopic
properties of the material. Therefore, discover the patterns in atom dynamics that may be the mech-
anism that decides material properties is a key to better models of materials and better prediction
of their properties.
An event graph is proposed to model the atomic dynamics as directed acyclic graph. We further
proposed an algorithm to mine the frequent subgraphs in the event graph. The mining is based on
an encoding using topological-sorting. The encoding is unique with respect to isomorphism and
our algorithm enumerates candidate subgraphs in a duplication-free fashion. Experiment results





Chemical bonds are widely used to model the structure of solid and liquid materials. Topological
analysis of bond network is extremely important to understand the physical and biological proper-
ties. For such kind of analysis, structure of a material is modeled as topological network or a graph
i.e. atoms are considered as vertices and bonds between them as edges. Graph based algorithm
such as SUBDUE [45] and MolFea [29] use such abstraction to study the structure of materials
[84].
The automation of experimental techniques in biology and chemistry has led to the generation
of enormous amount of data. But the generation of database is only the first step towards the
better understanding of underlying characteristics of biological and chemical compounds [29].
The popularity of graph mining has escalated in recent years due to the increasing complexity
of computer simulated chemical network. For such structural analysis, efficient graph mining
algorithm is essential. Large graph data sets are commonly found in Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulation data. Many graph algorithms have been used to analyze MD data set. Ring analysis is
one such analysis which are used to characterize topological order of the materials [84].
Silica compounds are the most abundant substance on earth. Various forms silica form the
constituents of many natural elements. There has been many research in crystalline and amorphous
of silica compounds to study about their physical structures. In this chapter we will discuss on the
study of silica liquid [79].
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Close path (ring) mining generates a great interest in data mining community [74, 78].It has
been revealed that the primitive ring structures plays key role on properties like light absorption and
photoluminescence [85]. To the best of our knowledge, primitive ring structure has never been
used to explain the dynamic behavior of a compound. We address this problem by developing
a relation between primitive rings and viscosity. But viscosity is not directly related with the
primitive ring structures. As viscosity is inversely proportional to the diffusivity of a compound,
we find if there is any relation between diffusivity and ring structures.
Counting the rings in millions time steps simulation data gets tricky. There has been a lot of
research on this area [42, 74, 78, 83, 85]. Most of the current algorithms require computation of
all-pair shortest path matrix for all the neighbors of interested node [26, 31]. The size of this matrix
could reach giga-elements in size as the size of ring reaches near 30 [78]. Another ring analysis
approach called shortest-path analysis [11, 83] has been mostly used to mine ring structure. To find
all the primitive rings of size 2L for a single node using shortest path analysis, we have to check
all the shortest paths of size L. Which makes this approach highly inefficient.
In this chapter we propose an efficient algorithm to mine the primitive rings. To find larger rings
of size L, we transfer the information from smaller rings so that we have to do less comparison
among the shortest paths of size L. We implemented and tested our algorithm on simulation data
of silica (SiO2). In a silica compound, two Si atoms are connected with each other via an O atom.
While building a graph, we only take Si atom as a vertex and O atom as an edge between Si atoms.
In our case all the edges have equal weight. We take advantage of Breadth First Search (BFS),
which behaves as Dijkstra’s algorithm for not weighted graph.
The main contributions of our work are:
• Mining primitive ring in efficient way.
• Mining primitive ring structure when the diffusivity of atoms are higher.
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5.2 Preliminary Concepts
A topological network is formed by two sets of elements: nodes (vertices) and edges (links). Edges
are the connected links between any two nodes. Any structure consisting of atoms and bonds can
be represented as a topological network. A path in a network is a sequentially connected nodes
and edges without overlapping and a ring is simply a close path or a cycle. Ring r with n nodes is
called an n-member ring and size(r) gives the number of nodes in ring r. Two nodes are connected
by only one edge and is denoted by e. e.g. an edge between two nodes s and t is denoted as est.
Definition 4 A primitive ring is a ring, if there is no shorter path between any two points in a ring
than path of the ring itself. For example, If in Figure 5.1 if path a > c > b, then a− 1− b− 2− a






Figure 5.1: Primitive ring example
Definition 5 Level of a node v is the shortest distance of v from a source node S.
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Definition 6 If a ring r can be formed by joining any two nodes in ring r′ and size(r) ≤ size(r′),
then r is the subring of r′, denoted by r ⊆ r′ (proper subring, if r ⊂ r′) and r′ is the super-ring of
r. For each ring r, V (r) is the vertex set of r.
We define Ps as a shortest path from a source node S to any node s. Here, Ps is a set of nodes
from S to node s in a sequential order. i.e. Ps = {S, n1, n2, ...., s}. P (S, s) is a set of such shortest
paths from S to s.
Similarly, we define Pt = {S, p1, p2, ...., t}, P (S, t) = set of Pt.
Definition 7 (RING DISTANCE) Ring distance between any two nodes s and t is the minimum
distance between them along the ring. i.e. RD(s, t) = min{[|Ps|+ |Pt|], L− [|Ps|+ |Pt|]}, where
L is size of the ring.
Definition 8 (Tail node) Tail node of a path is the end node of that path.
Definition 9 (GOOD PAIR) A good pair of paths are two potential candidate paths which could
form a primitive ring. e.g. For good pair paths Ps and Pt, if we connect s and t with an edge
they will form a primitive ring. Now for paths Ps and Pt to be a good pair, they have to satisfy the
following conditions:
1. ∀m ∈ Ps ∩ ∀n ∈ Pt = φ.
2. ∀m ∈ Ps, ∀n ∈ Pt, SD(m,n) = RD(m,n).
where, m,n ∈ V (g) and SD(m,n) is the shortest distance betweenm and n in the original graph.
Definition 10 (Lookup Table) If a pair of p1 and p2 form a primitive ring then we create a table for
the root node. This lookup table stores the information that p1 and p2 has formed a primitive ring.
We will add the tail node of p1 and p2 in the lookup table. This information helps to determine if a
given pair are good pair or not in later stages.
5.3 Problem Statement
Given a graph G(V,E) with vertex set V (G), edge set E(G), ring size L and a node o, we find
complete primitive ring set R of node o ∈ V (G) of size ≤ L.
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5.4 Tree rooted at Single Node
The main idea behind this approach is when you draw several paths from a single source node, you
will find a ring if the paths intersect with each other. However, the rings found by this analysis are
not all primitive. Path of a node is always with respect to the source node and there can be multiple
shortest paths to a particular node. The set of such shortest path is denoted by P (S, v), where S is
the source node and v is any node in the graph. Any path p ∈ P (S, v) is denoted by the series of
node from S to v. In Figure 5.2, let path p1 is a − b − d and path p2 is a − b − e. For these two
pair to form primitive ring , they should be good pair. Therefore we first need to check if the node











Figure 5.2: Solid lines are the paths visited while doing Breadth First Search (BFS). Dotted lines
indicate that it has found visited node which confirms that there is a cycle.
Lemma 5.4.1 If a primitive ring r is formed at level k, then no subring of r will be formed in any







Figure 5.3: S is the source node. 1,2,3,4 are any node on the paths S-1-3 and S-2-3. 3 and 4 are the
leaf nodes at level k and dotted line between them is one edge link. B is any arbitrary path from 1
to 2.
Proof. Every node in ring r is in level less than or equal to k. Until k, since r is primitive, the
distance between any two nodes in ring r is the shortest path distance along the path of the ring
itself. In Figure 5.3, let S − 1 − 3 − 4 − 2 − S be a primitive ring at level k. At level l > k, we
found a path B between two arbitrary nodes 1 (on path S − 1− 3) and 2 (on path S − 2− 4). For
S − 1 − B − 2 − S, to be subring of S − 1 − 3 − 4 − 2 − S, distance(S − 1 − B − 2 − S) <
distance(S−1−3−4−2−S). Since the path B is formed in level m, at least one node in pathB
should be from m which makes distance(S−1−B−2−S) > distance(S−1−3−4−2−S).
Hence this makes S − 1−B − 2− S not subring of S − 1− 3− 4− 2− S.
ut
5.5 Algorithm Description
This algorithm initially starts by finding all shortest paths from a single source node S to all other
nodes at each level by applying Breadth First Search (BFS). BFS forms a tree which is denoted by
T (S). Note that a node v of T (S) can have multiple shortest paths from node S denoted by set
P (S, v). In each level of T (S), for all v, we check if it is linked with any node v′ of same level. If
we find a one edge link from v to v′, we first check if any path in P (S, v) and P (S, v′) are good
pair. If they qualify from the good pair test, we form a ring. In case of even ring we check if v
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and v′ are connected by a node at one level greater than that of v and v′. For all remaining part of
algorithm description we will take odd ring as an example.
In Lemma 5.4.1, we have explained that if two paths p1 and p2 form primitive ring at level k
then any path which are the extension of p1 and p2 will not form any primitive rings with each
other at level greater than k. Therefore if we know the pair of shortest paths at level k which have
formed primitive ring(s) then we use this information and reduce the number of comparison among














Figure 5.4: Representation of search space for primitive ring mining. Lines with arrow head are
pointer to the particular nodes. Dotted lines are one edge connection. Rectangular boxes are tables
which stores the information of paths that have formed primitive rings.
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In Figure 5.4, let node a and b are connected by an edge. Now we check if p1 and p2 are good
pair and form a ring. Note that a and b can have multiple shortest paths from S. If p1 and p2 form
a ring we store the information of p1 and p2 in lookup table. The lookup table stores the tail node
of p1 and p2 as a pair. Now for every pair of paths, we check if any of the node in the path has
entry in lookup table. As shown in Figure 5.4, d, e, f, g, h are nodes at level k > l. According to
Figure 5.4 there is a link between d and f . Therefore we check if path p1 + q1 and p2 + q3 form
a primitive ring. If any node n1 ∈ {p1 + q1} and any node n2 ∈ {p2 + q3} have entry in lookup
table as a pair then they will not form a primitive ring. As a result of which we don’t have to go
through primitive ring test. In look up table we find the entry of a and b. They are the nodes in
p1 + q1 and p2 + q3 respectively. Therefore, p1 + q1 and p2 + q3 do not qualify for primitive ring
test. Apart from d and f , we also have one edge connection between d and h. Since, none of the
nodes in p1 + q1 and p2 + q3 have entry in lookup table as a pair, they become the candidate for
primitive ring test.
5.5.1 Primitive Ring Test
To test if a given ring r is a primitive ring is straight forward. For every pair of nodes in r, we
check if there exists a path shorter than the ring distance. If we find such path then the ring is not
primitive. To implement this we check if given two pairs are good pairs or not.
Every time we find two nodes of same level connected by an edge there will be a ring but we
have to make it sure first if it is primitive or not. According to Lemma 5.4.1, only two cases are
possible: 1) discovering a primitive ring 2) discovering a super ring. Once a primitive is formed
by any two paths p1 and p2, they will never form another primitive ring again which is proven by
Lemma 5.4.1. Therefore, we eliminate large number of candidate paths for primitive ring checking.
Algorithm 1 is the pseudo-code for primitive ring testing. We give path1 and path2 as input,
we then form a ring r by concatenating those two pairs. It goes through every pair of nodes of two
paths and check if there exist any shortest distance.
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Algorithm 1: Good Pair
Input: path1, path2, L
Output: boolean
1 if path1 and path2 share any node other than source node then
2 return false
3 Create a ring r from path1 and path2
4 for node n1 in r do
5 for node n2 in r do
6 Find shortest distance from n1 to n2
7 if SD < RD then
8 return false
9 return true
Algorithm 2: Build Shortest Path
Input: l,node[]
Output: shortest paths[]
Assumption: Q is a special queue which separates nodes of different levels with level
separator.
1 lvl← 0
2 Create a Q
3 Q.enqueue(node[])
4 while Q is not empty ∧lvl ≤ l do
5 while Q.peek! = lvl separator do
6 v ← Q.dequeue
7 for adj n ∈ v.adjacentnodes do
8 if adj n is not visited then
9 adj n.visited← true
10 Q.enqueue(adj n)
11 if v.level < adj n.level then
12 for path in shortest path[node, v] do
13 shortest path[node, adj n]← path+ adj n




Algorithm 3: Primitive Ring Mining
Input: L,node
Output: ring count[]
1 for l = 0 to (L-1)/2 do
2 Build Shortest Path(l, all nodes of level l)
3 for path1 in shortest path do
4 for path2 in shortest path do
5 if (∀ node1 ∈ path1, ∀ node2 ∈ path2) pair not in lookup table then
6 if Primitive Ring Test(path1,path2) then
7 form ring with path1 and path2
8 ring count[l]← ring
9 add path1.tailnode and path2.tailnode pair in lookup table
Algorithm 2 is basically about finding shortest paths from a source node. We have used BFS
approach to find all the shortest paths of size l. Here shortest path[] list is a global data structure
which is shared by both Build Shortest Path and Primitive Ring Mining methods.
In algorithm 3, we have given the pseudo-code of primitive ring mining. It starts with building
a shortest path table. It contains the shortest path information of every node up to level≤ (L−1)/2
(for odd ring) from a source node. For even ring it is up to L/2. At each level, it does good pair
check for all pair of paths (line 5) . If it finds any good pair, it goes further for primitive ring
test (line 6). When a good pair passes primitive ring test, it forms a primitive ring and stores it in
ring count[] list (line 8). ring count[] stores primitive rings of size ≤ L for a given node. After
forming a ring it stores necessary information in lookup tables of root node (line 9).
5.6 Experiment and Results
We used data from parallel first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) simulations of silica liquid
to test our algorithm. The supercell used in the simulation consisted of 72 atoms. From which we
generated coordination file which had coordination information of all atoms. We used AtomViz
to generate this file. From coordination file, we only selected Si atoms. Each Si atom is bonded
with another Si atom via O atom. Here nodes are Si atoms and bond between Si atoms are edges.
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Since Si atoms are bonded through O atoms, we considered that bond via O as an edge. If there
are n time stamps, then there will be n number of graphs. So the input will be the set of graphs,
G = G1, G2, ..., Gn.
We used the simulation data of 100,000 time steps. Therefore, for each time step, we created
one graph. Our main goal for this experiment was to analyze the distribution of different size of
rings during normal and big moved time windows [61]. We first captured all the atoms which
showed large displacement using windows detection technique as explained in Chapter 3. For
each big moved atom, we mined the time windows where it showed big movement. Let atom a
shows large movement and W = {w1, w2, w3} is the big moved time windows of a. Each w ∈ W
contains series of time steps. So for each time window we will have |w| number of graphs. In each
such graphs we mine the primitive rings of different size. We did this for every big moved atoms
and took the average of ring count.
Let A = {a1, a2, .....am} be the set of big moved atoms and Wai = {W 1ai ,W
2
ai
, ....W nai} be the
set of big moved time windows for each atom ai ∈ A where i = {1, 2, 3...m}. Now we calculate










Here, F (rsize) is the total average count of ring of size rsize. Nai,W jai (rsize) is the count of ring
of size rsize of atom ai during time window W jai where j = {1, 2, ...n}. For this experiment we
counted 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 member rings.
Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of rings for normal time steps and big moved time windows.
We found similar distribution for both cases. The ring count gets to peak value at ring size 6 and














































Figure 5.5: Top: Ring distribution for big moved time windows. Bottom: Ring distribution for
normal move time windows.
ANOVA Test
To check if the two distribution of rings are similar, we did ANOVA test. ANOVA test is used to
determine if there is significance difference between the means of two of more unrelated groups.







From the calculation, we get F(1, 10) = 0.002. Therefore, the F test indicates that there is
not enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis that the two batch variances are equal at the






























Total comparisons Reduced comparisons
Figure 5.6: Number of comparisons made for each atoms. Y-axis is the count of comparisons and
X-axis is the atom ID of 24 Si atoms.
We claim that our algorithm reduces the number of comparisons to be made for the primitive
ring test by significant magnitude. To test this, we chose 500 random graph samples and ran
our algorithm and for all 23 atoms. Here, choosing 500 random graph samples is equivalent to
choosing 500 random time stamps. We ran both brute force and our algorithm on same set of
graphs. In Figure 5.6 blue dots are the number of comparisons made by brute force algorithm for
each atom in 500 graphs and green dots are reduced number comparisons made from our algorithm
in same setup. The figure shows that most of the time the number of comparisons we have to make
for primitive ring test is reduced by around 50%. This is a big gain in terms of performance
comparing to the existing ring counting algorithm. In Figure 5.7, with the help of our heuristic,
we can see the total primitive ring test have been reduced by more than 50%.
5.7 Discussion and Conclusion
The new algorithm has enabled primitive ring analysis for several thousand time steps of data.



























Total primitive ring test Reduced primitive ring test
Figure 5.7: Comparison between existing ring counting algorithm and heuristic developed by us.
windows. It gives us the ability to obtain primitive ring statistics with virtually no upper limit on
ring size and thus provides a powerful tool for the study of mid-range structure in materials with
topological network structures, such as silicate liquid. All experiments of ToPoMine are done on
an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 @2.80 GHz PC with 4 GB of main memory running 64 bit Windows 7.
We developed a heuristic which made the primitive ring mining algorithm efficient in terms
of comparing shortest distance path. The knowledge we gained while mining k-primitive ring is
transferred to k+1 primitive ring mining process. This helped to gain the efficiency in running




In this thesis, we studied about the dynamic behavior of Si and O atoms in SiO2 liquid. By
employing novel data mining techniques we studied on the movement pattern of Si andO atoms. In
material science, micro-level (atomic-level) activities are the key to understand microscopic level
properties of a type of material. We explored the ways to discover such knowledge by applying
data mining particulary graph mining techniques.
In Chapter 1, we discussed about molecular dynamics and how data mining can help to gain
insight on the dynamic behavior of materials. We also gave the motivation for the work. The
motivation is driven by the interest in material science model and predict macroscopic properties
e.g. strength, viscosity of a type of material. We indicated that the interesting activities, i.e. the
activities that may form the atomic mechanism underlying a particular material property are often
buried under a lot of other activities that are of no interest. Therefore we point out the fact that
there is a great potential for data mining to play an important role in this type of discoveries.
In Chapter 2, we discussed about the preprocessing of raw data. We used the mechanism like
Radial Distribution Frequency (RDF) to calculate coordination number and convolution theorem
to smooth the data. We also discussed about the unfolding of atom coordinates to remove the
periodicity in side the super cell.
In Chapter 3, we proposed an approach to analyze a given position-time series data produced
by parallel molecular dynamics simulation for understanding the dynamical behavior of the mate-
rial system. We developed a system to automate the detection of large atomic jumps in molecular
dynamics simulations. We indicated that our automated analysis system can play an important role
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in obtaining insight on atomic activities particulary for the liquid phase SiO2 at relatively low tem-
perature. Additionally, we showed that the detection of large movements allowed us to investigate
the bond change that are more closely connected with atomic movements.
In Chapter 4, we presented the literature on Frequent Subgraph Mining (FGM). we mentioned
that the research on FGM are mainly focussed at i) effective mechanism for generating candidate
subgraphs (without generating duplicates) and ii) how best to process the generated candidate
subgraphs so as to identify the desired frequent subgraphs in a computationally efficient way.
We were mainly focussed in three most important part of FGM process: i) candidate generation
strategy, ii) search strategy and iii) approach to frequency counting. We also, we addressed the
problem of discovering pattern in atomic dynamics for material study. We considered the problem
of pattern discovery in atom dynamics form material simulation. We proposed an event graph to
model the atomic activities. We further proposed an algorithm to mine the frequent subgraphs
in the event graph. We took advantage of the topological sort in generating candidate subgraphs
during mining process. We showed the potential of our algorithm by experimenting on simulation
data of SiO2 system.
In Chapter 5, we studied, the topological structure of SiO2. We proposed an efficient algorithm
to mine the primitive ring. We showed the distribution of primitive rings for both big moved time
windows and normal time windows, which we calculated using algorithm described in Chapter 3.
6.1 Future Directions
In Chapter 3, we have developed a novel and handy method to automatically detect atomistic
events that accounts for material transport in molten silica system. Time series of atomic co-
ordinates is usually very noisy, especially at high temperature and pressure, hindering detailed
analysis. So developing a simple and robust analysis method is quite useful for computational ma-
terials science community. While our current approach deals with post data processing, it would
be interesting to extend to it to perform in-situ analysis. Performing data analysis in real time will
help us to perhaps save only those time windows in which potentially interesting atomic events
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occur. Thus, reduced amounts of data (small subsets of data) can be saved for subsequent detailed
analysis such as visualization of atomic movements and bond events. A real time data analysis is
particularly important for very large atomic systems. However, this requires training our model
with test data so that the appropriate threshold values could be estimated and implementation of
our model for parallel processing. Moreover, our analysis consider a system with 72 atoms, so it
will be interesting to investigate the larger system with millions of atoms with the efficient parallel
implementation of our algorithm.
In Chapter 4, we proposed an event-graph model to model the atomic dynamics and proposed
a graph mining algorithm to discover popular subgraphs in the event graph. We implemented and
tested our algorithms on simulations of the material silica (SiO2). The results show the potential
of our mining technique for material-science discoveries. However, our event graph model is not
only applicable for chemical compounds but also for other data models which can be represented
in event graph model. So it would be interesting to investigate data from other fields which can be
represented as event graph. Further more, comparing our ToPoMine algorithm with other pattern
growth approach algorithm such as gSpan [73] in terms of candidate generation and canonical
encoding technique would be a potential direction for research.
Primitive ring mining problem, which we discussed in Chapter 5 is a NP-complete problem.
Therefore every existing algorithms for mining such rings are exponential. We can only come up
with some heuristic which reduces the search space such that we can achieve some gain in execu-
tion time. Like other algorithms, we counted the primitive rings by enumerating them. However, if
we could come up with an algorithm which could count the rings without enumerating them, then
the complexity of algorithm can go down from exponential to polynomial time. This would be an
another prospective domain to work on.
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